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Palaeoproteomics	 is	 a	 rapidly	 growing	 field	 of	 research	 that	 involves	 applying	 mass	
spectrometry	 to	 objects	 of	 archaeological	 and	 palaeontological	 interest	 in	 order	 to	 gain	
insight	 into	 the	 past.	 However,	 due	 to	 a	 lack	 of	 clear	 authentication	 criteria	 and	
understanding	of	the	biomolecular	characteristics	of	ancient	proteins,	there	are	suspicions	
about	 many	 remarkable	 results.	 This	 is	 of	 particular	 importance,	 as	 many	 samples	 are	
derived	from	museum	collections,	which	may	have	been	exposed	to	contamination,	or	had	










milk	proteomes	 in	 the	archaeological	 record	 is	hugely	variable.	Therefore,	other	 lines	of	
evidence	are	recommended	in	order	to	assess	the	authenticity	of	low	abundance	proteins.	
Lastly,	the	patterns	of	collagen	degradation	in	parchment	are	elucidated,	showing	that	there	
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Chapter	 3:	 deamiDATE	 1.0:	 Site-specific	 deamidation	 as	 a	 tool	 to	 assess	 authenticity	 of	
members	of	ancient	proteomes:	
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shedding	 light	 on	many	 facets	 of	 archaeology	 and	palaeontology,	 such	 as	 past	 diets	 and	
diseases.	 However,	 as	 palaeoproteomics	 is	 a	 relatively	 new	 field	 of	 study,	 there	 is	 no	
commonly	agreed	upon	standard	for	the	authentication	of	results.	As	a	consequence	of	this,	
some	 studies	 report	 remarkable	 findings	 which	 may	 contradict	 archaeological	























B. Investigate	 the	 deamidation	 in	 archaeological	 and	modern	milk	 proteomes,	 and	
discuss	 whether	 milk	 can	 be	 reliably	 authenticated	 using	 deamidation	 alone	
(Chapter	4).	
C. Analyse	the	degradation	of	collagen	in	parchment	(Chapter	5)	





































Abstract:	 The	 origins,	 prevalence	 and	 nature	 of	 dairying	 have	 been	 long	 debated	 by	
archaeologists.	Within	the	last	decade,	new	advances	in	high-resolution	mass	spectrometry	
have	 allowed	 for	 the	 direct	 detection	 of	 milk	 proteins	 from	 archaeological	 remains,	
including	 ceramics,	 dental	 calculus,	 and	 preserved	 dairy	 products.	 However,	 proteins	
recovered	 from	 archaeological	 remains	 are	 susceptible	 to	 pre-	 and	 post-excavation	 and	
laboratory	contamination,	a	particular	concern	for	ancient	dairying	studies	as	milk	proteins	
are	 potential	 laboratory	 contaminants.	 Here,	 we	 examine	 how	 site-specific	 rates	 of	






and	 pottery	 residues.	 Nevertheless,	 deamidation	 displayed	 a	 high	 degree	 of	 variability,	
making	 it	 challenging	 to	 authenticate	 samples	 with	 relatively	 few	 milk	 peptides.	 We	

















of	 collagen	 in	 parchment	 is	 poorly	 understood.	 Here,	 we	 elucidate	 the	 patterns	 of	
degradation	 in	 experimentally	 limed	 parchment	 in	 order	 to	 better	 understand	 the	
diagenetic	 process.	 It	 is	 observed	 that	 during	 liming	 the	 peptide	 count,	 coverage	 and	
deamidation	patterns	progress	at	a	predictable	rate.	Furthermore,	a	hotspot	of	hydrolytic	
activity	 is	discovered,	and	 its	mechanisms	are	explored.	Lastly,	 it	 is	 shown	 that	 the	 skin	
removed	from	stillborn	lambs	is	dramatically	different	from	that	of	flayed	older	sheep,	but	
that	 after	 liming,	 there	 is	 no	 detectable	 difference	 on	 the	 molecular	 level.	 This	 study	











emphasis	on	 the	diagenetic	 forces	 they	undergo	 -	 the	understanding	of	which	 forms	 the	
basis	of	this	PhD.	The	methods	for	palaeoproteomics	and	their	development	that	made	this	
thesis	 possible	 will	 be	 introduced	 in	 Chapter	 2.2	 In	 Chapter	 2.3,	 applications	 of	
palaeoproteomics	will	be	reviewed,	with	reference	to	the	different	archaeological	questions	








a	 side	 chain	 (R)	 that	 varies	 between	 the	 20	 (DNA	 encoded)	 amino	 acids.	 Proteins	 are	
organised	into	several	structural	levels.	Primary	structure	refers	to	the	sequence	of	amino	
acids	in	the	peptide	chain.	The	secondary	structure	is	the	local	folded	structures	within	a	
polypeptide,	 determined	 by	 the	 pattern	 of	 hydrogen	 bonds	 between	 peptide	 groups.	
Tertiary	 structures	 are	 groups	 of	 one	 or	more	 secondary	 structures	with	 a	 polypeptide	
backbone.	Lastly,	quaternary	structures	are	composed	of	several	tertiary	subunits.	Proteins	




















acids	 together.	 It	 therefore	 splits	 the	 protein	 into	 smaller	 peptides,	 and	 consumes	 a	
molecule	 of	water.	 This	 leads	 to	measurable	 amounts	 of	 amino	 acids	 that	 are	 free	 -	 i.e.	
unbonded	 to	 any	 other	 amino	 acid.	 As	 the	 protein	 undergoes	 peptide	 bond	 hydrolysis	


















In	 the	 early	 diagenetic	 stages	 peptide	 bond	 hydrolysis	 is	 a	 pseudo-first	 order	 reaction,	
meaning	that	the	concentration	of	one	of	the	reactants	(water)	remains	essentially	constant	
(Kriausakul	 and	 Mitterer	 1980).	 However,	 in	 the	 late	 stages	 of	 diagenesis	 or	 in	 closed	
system,	this	slows	to	a	second-order	reaction,	either	due	to	a	lack	of	water,	or	because	of	a	
remaining	bound	fraction	of	amino	acids	that	are	resistant	to	hydrolysis	(Penkman	et	al.,	




the	 various	 amino	 acids,	 but	 very	 few	 differences	 in	 their	 activation	 energies	 (i.e.	










activation	energy	of	hydrolysis.	 It	was	suggested	that	 this	difference	could	be	due	to	 the	
denatured	 proteins	 in	 the	 artificially	 aged	 (heated)	 samples,	 which	 implies	 that	 such	
artificial	 aging	 experiments	 to	 determine	 the	underlying	 kinetics	 of	 diagenetic	 reactions	
may	not	be	valid.	
	
Crisp	et	 al.	 (2013)	 also	 compared	 this	model	 free	 approach	 to	other	models	 in	 order	 to	
derive	the	kinetic	parameters	of	racemisation	and	hydrolysis	in	ostrich	eggshell.	They	found	
good	 agreement	between	 the	models	 on	 the	 activation	 energies	 for	 hydrolysis,	with	 the	
exception	of	asparagine	&	aspartic	acid,	and	phenylalanine.	It	was	shown	that	many	amino	
acids	undergo	hydrolysis	and	racemisation	at	a	predictable	rate,	and	that	these	may	be	used	
to	 estimate	 the	 relative	 age	 of	 ostrich	 eggshell.	 However,	 without	 independent	 age	
information,	 a	 conversion	 to	 numerical	 age	 necessitates	 the	 accurate	 calculation	 of	 the	
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by	 Bada	 (1985),	 and	 Collins,	Walton,	 and	 King	 in	 “The	 geochemical	 fate	 of	 proteins”	 in	
Stankiewicz	and	van	Bergen	(1998)).		
	






































be	 referred	 to	 as	 its	 “half-time”,	 rather	 than	 “half-life”.	 Although	 both	 are	 used	 in	 the	





the	 formation	 of	 the	 glutarimide	 intermediate	 is	 less	 favoured	 than	 the	 succinimide	
intermediate	 of	 asparagine.	Because	 of	 this,	 the	primary	pathway	 involved	 in	 glutamine	










in	 which	 they	 used	 ZooMS	 to	 quantify	 the	 deamidation	 in	 911	 different	 bone	 collagen	
samples	 from	50	 different	 sites.	 By	 comparing	 the	 extent	 of	 glutamine	 deamidation	 per	
sample	with	the	thermal	age,	they	showed	that	the	youngest	samples	had	the	lowest	level	
of	 deamidation,	 while	 the	 (thermally)	 oldest	 samples	 portrayed	 the	 greatest	 extent	 of	




















subsets	 of	 which	were	 dyed,	 buried,	 and	 thermally	 aged.	 They	 found	 that	 the	 Icelandic	
samples	showed	the	most	deamidation,	despite	being	more	recent	(also	in	terms	of	thermal	
age)	than	the	English	samples.	The	authors	suggest	that	this	could	have	been	due	to	the	hot	
















































increase	 in	 the	 amount	 of	 acidic	 amino	 acids	 and	 cysteic	 acid	 -	 which	 results	 from	 the	
oxidation	 of	 cysteine	 and	 cystine	 (Vanden	 Berghe	 2012).	 This	 formation	 of	 cysteic	 acid	






































gastropod	 Bithynia,	 from	 74	 British	 sites	 spanning	 the	 Quaternary.	 Racemization	 in	
glutamine/glutamic	 acid,	 asparagine/aspartic	 acid,	 serine,	 alanine,	 and	 valine	 was	
quantified,	 and	 it	 was	 shown	 that	 these	 racemize	 at	 different	 rates,	 therefore	 enabling	









heated	 enamel.	 They	 found	 that	 intra-crystalline	 amino	 acids	 exhibiting	 closed-system	






found	 that	 different	 patterns	were	 observed	 in	 the	 fossil	 enamel,	which,	 as	 Tomiak	 and	
















Proteins	 are	under	 a	 constant	 barrage	 from	various	pathways	 of	 degradation.	However,	







2008).	 For	 example,	 collagen,	 widely	 regarded	 as	 the	 ancient	 protein	 with	 the	 most	
longevity	in	mammals	(van	Doorn	et	al.,	2012),	is	uniquely	stable,	due	to	its	triple-helical	
arrangement	 and	 intra-	 and	 inter-molecular	 crosslinks	 (Némethy	 and	 Scheraga	 1986;	
Wojtowicz	et	al.,	1999;	San	Antonio	et	al.,	2011).	This	tight	structure	means	that	collagen	is	









a	 comprehensive	 investigation	 into	 how	 secondary	 and	 higher	 order	 structures	 affect	
protein	preservation.	This	 is	sorely	 lacking,	as	proteins	of	different	structures	are	highly	
likely	to	be	differentially	preserved.	However,	designing	such	a	study	would	not	be	simple.	





Proteins	 that	 bind	 to	 mineral	 surfaces	 can	 exhibit	 exceptional	 preservation.	 The	 oldest	
(widely	accepted	-	see	(Asara	et	al.,	2007)	and	(Buckley	et	al.,2008))	peptide	sequence	ever	




















Environments	 that	 restrict	 water	 have	 been	 shown	 to	 dramatically	 improve	 DNA	
preservation	in	bone	(Gotherstrom	et	al.,	2002).	Arid	environments	have	also	been	found	to	
lead	to	exceptional	protein	preservation.	For	example,	Solazzo	and	colleagues’	(2016)	study	






were	 found	 in	 permafrost	 bones	 (Cappellini	 et	 al.,	 2012;	 Orlando	 et	 al.,	 2013).	 Further	
examples	include	the	incredibly	well	preserved	Bronze	Age	mummies	in	the	Tarim	Basin	in	
China,	 the	DNA	analysis	of	which	 shed	 light	on	ancient	population	movements	 (Li	et	al.,	
2015).	
	
As	 discussed	 in	 Section	 2.1.1.1	 Hydrolysis,	 in	 environments	 without	 water,	 hydrolysis	
proceeds	as	a	second-order	reaction.	As	hydrolysis	facilitates	other	diagenetic	mechanisms,	
it	is	likely	that	this	is	the	driving	force	behind	exceptional	preservation	of	proteins	in	dry	








carbonylation	can	 lead	to	a	reduction	 in	 tryptic	peptide	recovery,	as	 it	converts	arginine	











in	 the	 mammoth	 bone	 could	 therefore	 be	 associated	 with	 the	 decomposition	 of	 the	
mammoth	or	its	deposition	in	the	soil.	Another	example	of	oxidative	damage	in	artefacts	is	
Mackie	 and	 colleagues’	 (2018)	 study	 of	 one	 of	 the	 layers	 of	 a	 14th	 century	 Italian	wall	
painting:	Ambrogio	Lorenzetti's	A	Group	of	Four	Poor	Clares.	 Samples	 from	an	unknown	
proteinaceous	 layer	were	analysed	with	LC-MS/MS,	 and	 it	was	 found	 that	half	 of	 all	 the	
amino	 acids	 had	 undergone	 oxidation,	 including	 all	 of	 the	 chromophoric	 (light-





on	archaeological	 grape	 seeds	 (also	discussed	 in	2.2.1.1	Hydrolysis)	 found	exceptionally	
preserved	proteins,	due,	in	part,	to	the	anoxic	environment	of	the	waterlogged	seeds.	von	
Holstein	 and	 colleagues	 (2016)	 investigated	83	 textile	 and	59	bone	 samples	 in	 order	 to	
ascertain	whether	the	original	isotopic	composition	is	preserved	when	samples	have	been	
preserved	 by	 anoxic	 waterlogging	 (and	 therefore	 the	 suspension	 of	 aerobic	 microbial	
activity).	 They	 found	 a	 loss	 of	 hydrophilic	 residues,	 and	 an	 increased	 identification	 of	
hydrophobic	amino	acid	residues.	It	was	also	found	that	this	(and	other)	degradation	caused	
by	waterlogging	did	not	alter	the	isotopic	composition,	nor	did	it	obscure	the	geographical	








of	 diagenesis	 in	 archaeological	 proteins,	 and	 that	 environments	 that	 restrict	 or	 exclude	
oxygen,	 either	 through	 waterlogging	 or	 other	 mechanisms,	 can	 lead	 to	 exceptional	













Although	 these	 seem	 to	 be	 exceptional	 conditions	 for	 biomolecular	 preservation,	 the	
reagents	that	are	typically	used	to	remove	the	asphalt	from	the	samples	have	been	found	to	
also	hinder	 the	 retrieval	of	DNA	 (Gold	et	al.,	 2014).	This	has	also	been	 reported	 to	be	a	
problem	 for	 proteomic	 and	 lipid	 analyses	 of	 the	 La	 Brea	 specimens.	 A	 recent	 study	 by	
Colleary	and	colleagues	(2021),	who	aimed	to	detect	proteins	and	lipids	in	mammoth	bones	
of	 varying	 ages	 and	 depositional	 environments,	 including	 one	 from	 La	 Brea.	 However,	
surface	 mass	 spectrometry	 (TOF-SIMS)	 was	 hampered	 by	 the	 layer	 of	 tar	 covering	 the	




















The	 lower	 the	 temperature	 an	 artefact	 is	 stored	 at,	 the	 better	 the	 preservation	 of	 the	
proteins.	 This	 is	 because	 the	 reaction	 speed	of	 the	mechanisms	 that	 are	 responsible	 for	
diagenesis	 is	 lowered.	 Smith	 and	 colleagues	 (2003)	 suggest	 that	 the	 “thermal	 age”	
(chronological	age	corrected	to	a	constant	10˚C)	of	a	sample	is	a	useful	screening	tool	for	







2021).	 The	 oldest	 undisputed	 collagen	 sequence	 also	 originates	 from	 the	 northern	















and	 the	main	 forces	of	diagenesis	behind	 their	decay,	 including	hydrolysis,	deamidation,	
oxidation,	 and	 racemization.	 It	went	 on	 to	 discuss	 the	ways	 that	 protein	 sequences	 are	
preserved,	 and	 the	 role	 of	 different	 factors	 involved,	 including	 structure,	 surface,	 and	






This	 section	 will	 discuss	 the	 methods	 involved	 in	 studying	 ancient	 proteins,	 from	 the	
inception	of	the	field	until	now.	This	will	take	the	form	of	two	main	subsections:	the	methods	
































A	 typical	 shotgun	 proteomics	 workflow	 is	 shown	 in	 Figure	 2.5.	 Firstly,	 proteins	 are	
extracted	from	the	sample.	Typically	these	extraction	protocols	are	specialised	depending	
on	 the	 substrate,	 and	 there	 is	 a	 considerable	 amount	 of	 work	 going	 into	 optimising	
palaeoproteomic	sample	preparation	(Cleland	2018;	Le	Meillour	et	al.,	2018;	Cersoy	et	al.,	





Proteins	 are	 often	 then	 fragmented	 into	 peptides	 in	 order	 to	 allow	 for	 more	 accurate	
analysis	 in	 the	mass	spectrometer,	as	whole	proteins	do	not	all	behave	 the	same	way	 in	




(Steen	 and	 Mann	 2004).	 However,	 the	 digestion	 step	 is	 not	 used	 in	 all	 workflows.	 For	




the	 detector.	 Purified	 peptides	 are	 separated,	 and	 then	 ionized	 through	 a	 number	 of	
different	 methods,	 including	 matrix	 assisted	 laser	 desorption	 ionization	 (MALDI)	 or	
electrospray	ionization	(ESI).	Once	the	charge	fragments	reach	the	mass	analyser,	they	are		
separated	 by	 size	 and	 charge	 (mass	 to	 charge,	m/z	 ratio).	 	 There	 are	 many	 different	
strategies	to	achieve	this,	including	calculating	the	time	accelerated	ions	take	to	reach	the	







Peptide	mass	 fingerprinting	 (PMF)	 is	 the	 technique	 in	which	proteins	are	 identified	 just	
from	 this	 spectra,	which	 can	 be	matched	with	 a	 database	 of	 known	 spectra	 in	 order	 to	
determine	 the	origin	protein.	This	 technique	 can	be	used	 for	 species	 identification	 from	
bone	collagen	(Buckley	et	al.,	2009),	also	known	as	zooarchaeology	by	mass	spectrometry	
(ZooMS).	 This	 technique	works	well	 as	 collagen	 is	 the	main	 protein	 in	 bone,	 but	when	
identifying	 peptides	 in	 complex	 mixtures	 of	 less	 abundant	 peptides	 it	 lacks	 diagnostic	
accuracy	(Naihui	et	al.,	2021).		
	
This	 is	 where	 tandem	mass	 spectrometry,	 also	 known	 as	 MS/MS	 comes	 into	 play.	 The	
fragment	 ions	 -	 the	 original	 spectra	 -	 are	 further	 fragmented	 in	 another	mass	 analyser,	





is	 similar	 to	peptide	mass	 fingerprinting	 in	 that	 it	 involves	comparison	with	a	 reference	
database.	 The	 reference	 database	 is	 provided	 by	 the	 researcher	 (after	 retrieval	 from	





digestion	 process.	 All	 in	 silico	 peptides	 that	 match	 the	 precursor	 ion	 charge	 (including	
possible	 mass	 changes	 caused	 by	 post-translational	 modifications)	 are	 then	 further	
fragmented	into	all	possible	product	ions.	These	theoretical	masses	are	then	compared	to	
the	product	 ion	spectra	 from	the	MS/MS,	and	 the	most	 likely	match	 is	 found	(Steen	and	
Mann	2004).		
	
Sometimes,	 especially	 in	 palaeoproteomics,	 researchers	 are	 interested	 in	 identifying	
sequences	that	are	not	yet	known,	for	example	in	the	study	of	extinct	animals	(Welker	et	al.,	




amino	 acid	 substitutions	 (SAPs)	 between	 the	 species.	 Instead,	 de	 novo	 sequencing	
reconstructs	the	peptide	sequence	directly	from	the	product	ion	spectra.	By	calculating	the	
mass	between	the	peaks	it	is	possible	to	match	these	mass	differences	to	amino	acids,	and	














This	 section	 will	 focus	 on	 two	 main	 subcategories:	 bones	 and	 teeth.	 Although	 other	
substrates,	such	as	brains	(Maixner	et	al.,	2013),	have	also	been	studied,	mineralised	tissues	





Bones	 are	 composed	 of	 two	 main	 components:	 the	 organic	 (primarily	 collagen)	 and	





worked	 and	 have	 lost	 morphological	 features	 (Bradfield	 et	 al.,	 2019)	 or	 the	 bones	 in	






















of	 and	 between	 tree	 sloths,	 the	 composition	 of	 two	 superfamilies	 (Megatherioidea	 and	
Mylodontidae)	and	the	date	of	divergence	of	the	major	ingroups.	This	study	was	validated	
by	 an	 additional	 phylogenetic	 analysis	 by	 sequencing	 the	mitochondrial	 genomes	 of	 ten	
ancient	sloths	(Delsuc	et	al.,	2019).	
	
Lastly,	 the	 extraction	 and	 analysis	 of	 proteins	 from	 ancient	 human	 bone	 can	 provide	
information	about	any	disease	the	person	may	have	suffered	from.	There	are	many	diseases	
that	 leave	 physical	 traces	 on	 bones,	 such	 as	 cancer	 (Binder	 et	 al.,	 2014),	 tuberculosis	
(Masson	 et	 al.,	 2013;	 Müller	 et	 al.,	 2016),	 and	 arthritis	 (Entezami	 et	 al.,	 2011).	 If	











However,	 it	 is	 seemingly	 possible	 to	 identify	 proteins	 in	 bone	 that	 are	 involved	 in	 the	
biological	response	to	disease.	Sawafuji	and	colleagues’	study	(2017)	involved	the	analysis	

















Sex	determination	 in	humans	 is	 interesting	to	archaeologists	as	a	tool	 for	reconstructing	
past	societies	in	terms	of	demography,	identity,	and	epidemiology	(Stewart	et	al.,2017).	It	is	














Italy,	 1600	 years	 ago.	 It	 was	 impossible	 to	 tell	 the	 sex	 of	 the	 remains	 due	 to	 poor	












ever	 recovered.	 By	 comparing	 the	 sequence	 of	 the	 proteins	 to	 the	 enamel	 proteome	 of	
extant	apes,	Gigantopithecus	was	found	to	be	an	early	radiation	of	pongines,	and	the	absence	











per	 sample	 set	 (Hendy	et	al.,	 2018)),	 and	many	of	 the	 identified	Y.	pestis	peptides	 share	
















Warinner	 and	 colleagues	 (2014)	were	 the	 first	 to	publish	 a	detailed	 analysis	of	 the	oral	
microbiome	 in	 ancient	 dental	 calculus	 using	 palaeoproteomics.	 They	 sampled	 dental	
calculus	from	four	individuals	with	mild	to	severe	periodontal	disease	from	a		German	site	




in	 modern	 healthy	 controls.	 Bacteria	 that	 cause	 bacteremia	 and	 infective	 endocarditis	






farming,	 and	 therefore	 the	 origin	 of	 dairying,	 which	 has	 long	 intrigued	 archaeologists.	
Hendy	and	colleagues	(2018)	analysed	100	samples	from	dental	calculus	from	the	Iron	Age	







































Pottery	can	also	be	sampled	and	subjected	 to	palaeoproteomic	analysis	 in	order	 to	shed	
light	 on	 ancient	 diets.	 This	 was	 first	 achieved	 by	 Solazzo	 et	 al.	 (2008),	 who	 identified	

























LC-MS/MS	 and	 found	proteins	 unique	 to	 bovine,	 sheep,	 and	 goat.	 Additionally,	 peptides	
unique	to	bovine	haemoglobin	subunit	beta	were	found	in	one	sample,	which	is	a	protein	
that	 is	 expressed	 in	 the	 foetus	 and	 up	 to	 three	 months	 after	 birth.	 This	 allows	 the	




























from	 a	 mammoth	 tooth,	 thought	 to	 be	 around	 a	 million	 years	 old;	 whereas	 the	 oldest	
peptides	ever	recovered	are	from	Demarchi	and	colleagues’	2016	(Demarchi	et	al.,	2016),	
dating	 to	 3.8	 million	 years	 ago.	 Current	 estimates	 (Cappellini	 et	 al.,	 2014)	 predict	 that	
proteins	should	survive	in	the	fossil	record	about	ten	times	longer	than	DNA	does.	However,	










mammoth	 tooth	 that	 is	 the	 source	 of	 the	 oldest	 DNA	was	 recovered	 from	 the	 Siberian	
permafrost	-	meaning	its	thermal	age	would	actually	be	much	lower	than	one	million	years	
old.	This	is	the	opposite	case	for	the	3.8	million	year	old	egg-shell	proteins	-	as	they	originate	
from	Tanzania,	where	 the	 average	 temperature	 is	well	 above	 10°C,	 their	 thermal	 age	 is	















follow	 that	 collagen	 will	 be	 the	 only	 sequence	 identified.	 Collagen	 can	 provide	 useful	
phylogenetic	information	through	analysis	of	single	amino	acid	polymorphisms	(SAPs),	so	







Destructive	 sampling	 is	defined	as	 “any	procedure	 that	 causes	 a	permanent	 change	 to	 a	
specimen”.	It	does	not	always	refer	to	the	total	destruction	of	the	artefact	-	although	this	




the	 field	of	 ancient	DNA)	as	being	on	opposite	 sides	of	 the	destructive	 sampling	debate.	
Some	archaeologists	and	curators	would	argue	that	no	destructive	sampling	should	ever	be	
















There	 are	 many	 palaeoproteomic	 studies	 that	 make	 exceptional	 use	 of	 minimally-
destructive	 sample	 methods.	 For	 example,	 Demarchi	 and	 colleagues	 (2020)	 extracted	
proteins	from	the	surface	of	an	Egyptian	mummy	using	mixed	bed	chromatographic	media	
























rabbit	 or	 squirrel.	 This	 study	 not	 only	 provided	 an	 insight	 into	 uterine	 vellum	 and	





Lastly,	 McGrath	 and	 colleagues	 (2019)	 used	 a	 similar	 principle	 in	 performing	 species	
identification	 using	 the	 bags	 in	 which	 the	 objects	 were	 stored.	 The	 frictional	 contact	




storage	 bag	 with	 the	 artefact	 in	 it;	 rubbing	 the	 artefact	 with	 a	 PVC	 eraser	 (as	 above,	
(Fiddyment	 et	 al.,	 2015)),	 and	 destructive	 analysis.	 They	 found	 that	 most	 of	 the	 time,	
analysing	the	bag	alone	would	produce	an	identification	that	agreed	with	the	destructive	
analysis,	 although	 sometimes	only	 identified	 as	 a	 “probable”	match,	 or	 at	 a	 family	 level,	
whereas	the	destructive	analysis	would	detect	the	exact	species.	Despite	not	being	perfect,	






































was	 no	 change	 in	 the	 protein	 recovery,	 apart	 from	 a	 slight	 bias	 towards	 hydrophobic	




open	 access	 sharing	 of	 both	 raw	 and	 processed	 data	 (along	 with	 full	 bioinformatic	
workflows)	on	sites	such	as	ProteomeXchange	(Vizcaíno	et	al.,2014).	This	not	only	allows	
researchers	to	double-check	a	study’s	veracity	using	their	own	systems,	but	crucially	also	








However,	 variations	 in	 protein	 recovery	within	 the	 same	 bone,	 driven	 only	 by	 different	
sampling	 locations,	 have	 been	 shown	 (Simpson	 et	 al.,	 2016;	 Procopio	 et	 al.,	 2017).	 As	
mentioned	in	2.4.3	Maximizing	Information,	the	extraction	protocol	should	be	chosen	based	
on	the	substrate	and	the	research	question,	though	there	are	no	conclusive	guidelines	for	





been	 found	 to	 reduce	 the	 diversity	 of	 the	 recovered	 proteome,	 and	 analysis	 of	 the	






As	 the	 samples	 typically	 analysed	 in	 proteomic	 workflows	 are	 intrinsically	 finite	 and	
precious,	method	development	is	challenging.	As	discussed	throughout	section	2.1	Ancient	




development	 -	 an	 example	of	which	 is	 Lanigan	 and	 colleagues’	 (2020)	 study	on	parallel	
proteolysis	using	combinations	of	six	different	proteases	on	three	Pleistocene	bones,	one	of	






















Another	key	 challenge	of	 ancient	protein	 analysis	 is	 contamination.	Contamination	 -	 the	
addition	of	proteins	not	genuinely	associated	with	the	sample	-	can	happen	at	any	stage,	
from	 burial	 to	 excavation	 to	 analysis	 in	 the	 mass	 spectrometer.	 For	 example,	 many	
conservation	methods	rely	on	protein-based	materials,	such	as	animal	collagen-based	glues	
(Lopez-Polin	 2012;	 Nicholson	 et	 al.,	 2002),	 plant	 proteins	 in	 natural	 resins,	 and	 insect	
proteins	in	shellac	(Hendy	et	al.,	2018).	However,	these	contaminants	are	often	impossible	









searching	 against	 a	 database	 that	 includes	 common	 laboratory	 contaminants	 (e.g.	 cRAP	





Authentication	 of	 proteomic	 results	 is	 an	 ongoing	 topic	 of	 discussion	 in	 the	
palaeoproteomics	 community	 (Hendy	 et	 al.,	 2018c).	 There	 are	 three	 key	 issues	 in	
authentication:	 a)	 proper	 peptide	 identification,	 b)	 correct	 peptide	 assignment,	 and	 c)	
protein	origin.		
	












matches.	However,	 searching	against	 a	needlessly	 large	database	wastes	analytical	 time.	
The	size	of	the	database	is	increased	by	the	number	of	variable	modifications	searched	for	
-	 there	 is	 a	 fine	 balance	 between	 searching	 for	 all	 the	modifications	 likely	 to	 occur	 and	
needlessly	 increasing	 the	 search	 space.	 Protein	 sequence	 identification	 softwares	 also	
include	 many	 measures	 for	 assuring	 good	 quality	 matches	 -	 for	 example	 automatic	




Correct	peptide	assignment	 refers	 to	 the	question	of	whether	a	 given	peptide	genuinely	
originates	from	the	specified	protein.	Because	many	peptides	are	not	unique,	and	are	either	












researchers	 are	 interested	 in	 are	 also	 common	 contaminants.	 For	 example	 in	 studies	 of	
ancient	diet,	casein	(a	milk	protein)	is	also	a	reagent	in	western	blot	analysis;	bovine	serum	







Therefore	 it	 is	 necessary	 to	 authenticate	 proteins,	 that	 is,	 to	 differentiate	 between	
contaminants	proteins	and	proteins	that	genuinely	originate	from	the	sample	in	question.	
In	 ancient	 DNA	 studies,	 this	 is	 done	 (in	 part)	 by	 assessing	 the	 extent	 of	 degradation	 in	
sequenced	molecules	 -	 with	 the	 understanding	 that	 only	 truly	 ancient	 DNA	will	 exhibit	
specific	patterns	of	damage	(Cooper	and	Poinar	2000;	Gilbert	et	al.,	2005;	Ginolhac	et	al.,	
2011;	Jónsson	et	al.,	2013).	This	logic	is	also	applicable	to	the	study	of	ancient	proteins	-	as	











the	 same	 sample,	 e.g.	 food-origin	 proteins,	 are	 assumed	 to	 be	 endogenous	 rather	 than	
contaminant.		
	





Cappellini	 et	 al.,	 2019;	 Welker	 et	 al.,	 2019).	 Both	 of	 these	 methods,	 however,	 require	
separate	 analytical	 steps.	 Furthermore,	 dating	 is	 not	 a	 perfect	 proxy	 for	 authentication.	
Take,	for	example,	dietary	proteins	recovered	from	dental	calculus.	Even	if	the	skull	or	tooth	
is	 dated	 to	 the	 correct	 time	 period,	 individual	 protein	 results	 may	 still	 arise	 from		








(Peyrégne	 and	 Prüfer	 2020).	 However,	 as	 proteomes,	 unlike	 genomes,	 are	 often	 highly	
conserved	between	individuals,	it	is	impossible	to	detect	a	mixture	of	proteomes	in	this	way.		
	
Lastly,	 an	 often	 overlooked	 method	 of	 authentication	 is	 archaeology	 itself.	 Proteomic	
findings	should	be	 interpreted	with	reference	to	other	 lines	of	evidence	 from	traditional	
(and	other	biomolecular)	archaeological	methods.	For	example,	findings	of	milk	proteins	in	
dental	 calculus	 could	be	 strengthened	by	archaeological	 evidence	of	pastoralism,	animal	







are	degraded	(2.1.1)	and	 the	 factors	 influencing	 their	preservation	 (2.1.2).	 It	went	on	 to	
discuss	 the	 development	 of	 methodology	 in	 the	 field,	 with	 a	 focus	 on	 current	 mass	





























handling	 of	 the	 sample,	 laboratory	 consumables,	 or	 cross-sample	 carryover	 from	 mass	
spectrometers.	Recently,	deamidation	of	glutamine	has	been	proposed	as	a	measure	for	assessing	

















The	 long	 history	 of	 ancient	 DNA	 research	 has	 highlighted	 the	 importance	 of	minimising	 and	
identifying	modern	contamination	in	analyses	of	ancient	biomolecules.	Like	ancient	DNA,	ancient	
proteins	 are	 also	 susceptible	 to	modern	 contamination	 either	 from	 prior	 handling	 (including	
conservation	treatments),	or	through	exposure	to	modern	protein	sources	within	the	laboratory.	
Prior	 to	 the	 advent	 of	 ancient	 genomics,	 authentication	 of	 ancient	 data	 had	 been	 conducted	




their	 criteria	 for	 authentication	of	 aDNA,	with	 the	 amplification	of	 long	DNA	 fragments	being	




With	 the	 advent	 of	 next-generation	 sequencing,	 authentication	measures	 for	 ancient	 genomic	
data	 have	 focused	 predominantly	 on	 the	 analysis	 of	 sequence	 length	 distributions	 (to	
demonstrate	 DNA	 fragmentation	 through	 hydrolysis)	 and	 observations	 of	 post-mortem	
degradation,	particularly	the	deamination	of	cytosine	at	5’-overhangs.	As	illustrated	in	the	work	




2011)	 ,	 mapDamage	 2.0	 (Jónsson	 et	 al.,	 2013),	 and	 bammds	 (Malaspinas	 et	 al.,	 2014)	 were	
developed	to	estimate	DNA	damage	and	measure	cytosine	deamination,	and	the	average	length	
59	





In	 the	 case	 of	 proteomic	 analysis	 of	 modern	 tissues,	 researchers	 already	 consider	 potential	
sources	of	contamination	(Bell	et	al.,	2009);	indeed	it	is	standard	to	include	in	the	search	database	
a	 list	 of	 contaminants	 commonly	 found	 in	 proteomics	 experiments	 and,	 as	 such,	 a	 number	
contamination	 databases	 already	 exist	 e.g.	 cRAP	 (the	 common	 Repository	 of	 Adventitious	
Proteins),	 and	 the	 MaxQuant	 contaminant	 database	 (Cox	 and	 Mann,	 2008).	 However,	
palaeoproteomics	is	a	relatively	new	discipline,	and	the	best	standard	measures	to	avoid	protein	






deamination	of	 cytosine	 (Lindahl,	1993).	However,	 there	are	 instead	20	amino	acids	 found	 in	
proteins,	 many	 of	 which	 are	 subsequently	 modified	 after	 translation,	 offering	 a	 much	 larger	













intermediate;	 and	 side	 chain	 hydrolysis.	 Rates	 of	 deamidation	 are	 fairly	 regular	 in	 constant	
conditions,	 and	have	been	hypothesized	 to	 act	 as	 a	molecular	 clock	 (Robinson	 and	Robinson,	















more	 than	 60	 times	 longer	 (Robinson	 and	 Robinson,	 2001).	 The	 differences	 in	 the	 rate	 of	
deamidation	 is	 a	 consequence	 of	 a	 difference	 in	 the	 primary	 reaction	pathway.	Asparagine	 is	
primarily	 deamidated	 in	 flexible	 regions	 (e.g.	 α-crystalline)	 (Kossiakoff,	 1988)	 and	denatured	
polypeptides	such	as	gelatin	by	cyclic	succinimide	(Asu)	formation.	However,	it	is	argued	that	this	





and	 asparagine	 (together,	 commonly	 termed	 Asx)	 racemization	 is	 so	 dependent	 upon	 higher	




peptides.	 However,	 the	 extent	 of	 glutamine	 deamidation	 has	 been	 found	 to	 be	 variable	 in	
macroscopically	degraded	samples	(Simpson	et	al.,	2016)	and	relatively	pristine	samples,	even	
from	within	the	same	bone	(Simpson	2015),	and	it	has	also	been	proposed	to	be	a	measure	of	







proteomes.	 Finally,	 we	 demonstrate	 the	 utility	 of	 this	 approach	 in	 distinguishing	 between	
contaminant	and	authentic	ancient	proteins	within	complex	metaproteomic	samples:	Neolithic	








Age	 pot	 from	 Heuneburg	 (an	 early	 Iron	 Age	 (750–400	 BCE)	 hillfort	 in	 southwest	 Germany)	





















































































































acid	 solution	 (50/40/10).	 A	 series	 of	 washing	 and	 drying	 steps	 using	 acetonitrile	 were	 then	
performed	to	exchange	buffers.	Proteins	were	digested	in	200	μL	of	ammonium	bicarbonate	(0.05	
M)	and	trypsin	(5	μL	of	0.5	μg/μL)	37	°C	overnight.	Digested	peptides	were	extracted	from	the	gel	
through	 a	 series	 of	washes	with	 acetonitrile	 and	5%	 formic	 acid	 solution,	 and	desalted	using	
Millipore	 Zip-Tips	 prior	 to	 MS/MS	 analysis.	 Tryptic	 peptides	 were	 analysed	 at	 the	 Mass	
Spectrometry	Laboratories	of	the	Target	Discovery	Institute	at	the	University	of	Oxford	on	a	Q-











in	 each	 MS/MS	 spectrum.	 MS/MS	 ion	 database	 searching	 was	 performed	 on	 Mascot	 (Matrix	
ScienceTM,	 version	 2.4.01),	 against	 UniProt	 (release	 2017_06)	 and	 the	 ancient	 Human	 Oral	
Microbiome	database	previously	published	in	Warinner	et	al.	(2014).	The	settings	are	as	follows:	
the	 peptide	 tolerance	 was	 10	 ppm,	 MS/MS	 ion	 tolerance	 was	 0.07	 Da,	 with	 a	 tryptic	 search	
strategy	with	up	to	one	missed	cleavage,	and	a	fixed	modification	of	propionamide	(C).	Variable	
modifications	 included	 acetyl	 (protein	 N-term),	 deamidation	 of	 asparagine	 and	 glutamine,	
methionine	oxidation,	propionamide	N-term	and	lysine	propionamide.	Searches	were	performed	
against	a	decoy	database	to	estimate	protein	false	discovery	rates,	which	were	adjusted	to	less	




saliva,	 this	search	yielded	multiple	peptides	deriving	 from	putative	dietary	proteins,	 including	
chicken	 ovalbumin,	 lysozyme,	 and	 vitellogenin.	 The	 LC-MS/MS	 raw	 data	 and	 Mascot	 search	





















The	 search	was	 semi-specific	with	 enzymes	 relevant	 to	 the	 sample	preparation	 ,	with	 a	 fixed	
modification	of	carbamidomethyl	(C).	In	the	original	study,	all	samples	apart	from	the	aardvark	




modifications	were	 set	 for	acetyl	 (protein	N-term),	deamidation	of	 asparagine	and	glutamine,	
methionine	 oxidation,	 Gln	 and	Glu	 to	 pyro-Glu,	 and	 hydroxylation	 of	 proline.	 As	 this	 search’s	



























As	 shown	 in	Figure	3.2,	 step	A,	deamiDATE	reads	 the	MaxQuant	output	 files	evidence.txt	 and	







Bulk	 deamidation	 is	 calculated	 per	 sample,	 and	 per	 protein	 in	 each	 sample,	 using	 the	 same	
approach	as	presented	in	Mackie	(2018).	Each	asparagine	and	glutamine	position	(for	example,	







For	 each	 sample	 and	 protein,	 a	 new	 dictionary	 is	 created	 that	 stores	 each	 occurance	 of	 an	











































90%	 of	 glutamine	 residues	 in	 the	 modern	 samples	 (the	 aardvark,	 anteater,	 hippo	 and	 tapir	
collagen	type	1)	were	undamaged.	In	contrast,	the	extent	of	deamidation	in	the	ancient	samples	
(Toxodon,	 Macrauchenia	 and	 Mylodon	 collagen	 type	 1)	 were	 more	 advanced,	 with	 the	
Macrauchenia	samples	showing	extremely	high	levels	of	deamidation.	They	display	an	average	of	





Although	 the	differences	 in	extent	of	deamidation	between	modern	and	ancient	 collagens	are	
statistically	significant,	there	is	considerable	variability.	Most	notably,	the	Mylodon	sample	seems	


























three	 residue	 combination	 containing	 a	 deamidating	 site	 in	 the	 middle.	 The	 half-time	 of	 each	
combination	is	shown	on	the	x-axis,	and	the	relative	proportion	of	non-deamidated	residues	is	shown	


















A	 range	 of	 human-	 and	 chicken-originating	 proteins	were	 identified	 from	 the	 dental	 calculus	
sampled	 from	SK1	(Whitehawk	Camp),	as	shown	in	Table	3.2.	Seven	egg-origin	proteins	were	
identified,	with	a	total	of	31	peptides	and	an	average	of	9.71%	protein	coverage.	As	many	of	these	
peptides	were	unique	 to	 chicken	 (Appendix	A,	 Figure	1),	 and	none	were	unique	 to	 any	other	













Lysozyme	C	(Chicken)	 P00698	 25.20%	 3	
Ovalbumin	 P01012	 16.80%	 5	
Ovalbumin-related	protein	Y	 P01014	 3.10%	 1	
Ovotransferrin	 P02789	 9.20%	 5	
Vitellogenin-1	 P87498	 3.20%	 4	
Vitellogenin-2	 P02845	 8.20%	 12	
Vitellogenin-3	 Q91025	 2.30%	 1	
	 	 Average	 9.71%	Total	 31	
Human	
Alpha-1-antitrypsin	 P01009	 8.10%	 3	
Antithrombin-III	 P01008	 7.10%	 3	
Cathepsin	G	 P08311	 25.10%	 8	
Lysozyme	C	(Human)	 P61626	 4.00%	 8	
Immunoglobulin	kappa	
constant	 P01834	 15.00%	 1	
Lactotransferrin	 P02788	 16.20%	 9	
Myeloperoxidase	 P05164	 24.80%	 17	
Neutrophil	defensin	1	 P59665	 22.30%	 7	
Neutrophil	elastase	 P08246	 11.20%	 3	
Protein	S100-A8	 P05109	 11.80%	 1	
Protein	S100-A9	 P06702	 10.50%	 1	
Protein	S100-A9	 P06702	 10.50%	 1	












proteins.	Both	were	 found	 to	have	 significantly	different	 levels	of	deamidation	across	protein	
groups	(p=0.0174,	U=761.0	and	p=0.0011,	U=142	for	asparagine	and	glutamine,	respectively).		
	





































a	 tolerance	of	5%	was	added	so	 that	 sites	with	similar	half-time	can	be	 treated	as	pairs.	This	














as	 applied	 to	 the	 model	 datasets.	 It	 is	 shown	 that	 the	 modern	 samples	 only	 exhibit	 full	
deamidation	at	the	very	low	half-time	sites,	and	although	higher	half-time	sites	are	present	in	the	
sample,	they	are	not	completely	deamidated.	This	correlates	with	Figure	3.3,	which	shows	some	













Considering	 that	 proteins	 entrapped	 in	 dental	 calculus	 have	 been	 proposed	 as	 a	method	 for	
tracking	 ancient	 diet	 (Hendy	 et	 al.,	 2018a),	 there	 is	 a	 need	 for	 a	 robust	method	 by	which	 to	
differentiate	between	authentic	ancient	dietary	inclusions	and	potential	contaminants	resulting	
from	handling	and	curation	of	skeletal	material	as	well	as	laboratory	contaminants.	For	example,	
bovine	 caseins	 are	 routinely	 used	 in	 western	 blot	 analysis	 and	 egg-derived	 proteins	 such	 as	
lysozyme	 and	 ovalbumin	 are	 often	 included	 in	 cell	 lysis	 buffers	 or	 used	 as	molecular	weight	
markers;	both	are	listed	as	common	laboratory	contaminants	in	modern	studies.	In	the	case	of	
the	Whitehawk	sample,	the	absence	of	ovalbumin	and	caseins	in	the	blank	extracts,	alongside	the	
observation	 of	 glue	 and	 consolidant	materials	 on	 the	 teeth	 (see	 Figure	 3.1)	 suggest	 that	 the	
modern	proteins	are	not	derived	from	laboratory	reagents,	but	from	conservational	treatment	of	
79	
the	 skull	 following	 excavation	 in	 the	 1930s.	 Animal	 based	 glues	 have	 been	 used	 by	 curators	
throughout	 the	 last	 two	 hundred	 years	 in	 order	 to	 preserve	 the	 integrity	 of	 hard	 tissue	




In	 this	 study,	 site-specific	 deamidation	 could	 identify	 the	 chicken	 proteins	 within	 the	
archaeological	 dental	 calculus	 sample	 as	 originating	 from	modern	 contamination,	 rather	 than	
from	 ancient	 dietary	 sources.	 As	 such,	 deamiDATE	 1.0	 provides	 a	 useful	 tool	 for	 any	
palaeoproteomic	analysis	that	reports	ancient	egg	proteins,	or	collagen	(most	commonly	type	3	
for	 hide	 glue,	 type	 1	 for	 bone	 glue)	 as	 they	 are	 both	 common	 in	 historic	 curatorial	 glues	
(Dallongeville	et	al.,	2011;	Dooley	et	al.,	2013;	Bleicher	et	al.,	2015).	DeamiDATE	1.0	also	presents	







within	 other	 proteomes,	 and	 preserved	 within	 other	 substrates.	 For	 example,	 although	 site-
specific	deamidation	has	not	yet	been	systematically	applied	to	proteins	preserved	on	ancient	
ceramics,	a	recent	study	of	Endmesolithic	ceramics	from	Germany	suggests	that	examining	the	
extent	 of	 glutamine	 deamidation	 	may	 be	 useful	 for	 distinguishing	 between	 endogenous	 and	
contaminant	proteins	on	ceramic	vessels	 (Shevchenko	et	al.,	 2018).	 Systematic	 study	of	other	
archaeological	substrates,	including	mummified	tissues	(Corthals	et	al.,	2012;	Hendy	et	al.,	2016),	
keratinous	products	such	as	baleen,	horn	or	feather	(Solazzo	et	al.,	2013),	and	preserved	food	











In	 this	 study,	 we	 developed	 a	 novel	 software	 tool,	 deamiDATE	 1.0,	 to	 authenticate	 ancient	
proteins	using	a	measure	of	site-specific	deamidation.	We	demonstrate	the	effectiveness	of	this	
















rates	 for	 ancient	proteins.	 In	 assessing	 such	 samples,	 other	PTMs	 such	 as	 oxidation	may	 also	
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degradation,	 and	 authenticate	 ancient	 milk	 proteins.	 First,	 we	 characterize	 site-specific	
deamidation	 patterns	 in	 modern	 milk	 products	 and	 experimental	 samples,	 confirming	 that	
deamidation	 occurs	 primarily	 at	 low	 half-time	 sites.	 We	 then	 compare	 this	 to	 previously	
published	ancient	proteomic	data	from	six	studies	reporting	ancient	milk	peptides.	We	confirm	
that	 the	extent	of	deamidation	 ,	on	average,	 is	more	advanced	 in	beta-lactoglobulin	recovered	
from	ancient	dental	calculus	and	pottery	residues.	Nevertheless,	deamidation	displayed	a	high	
degree	 of	 variability,	 making	 it	 challenging	 to	 authenticate	 samples	 with	 relatively	 few	milk	
peptides.	We	demonstrate	that	site-specific	deamidation	is	a	useful	tool	for	identifying	modern	









2012).	 As	well	 as	 for	 food,	milk	 is	 also	 utilized	 as	 a	medium	 in	 cultural	 heritage	 objects,	 for	
example	as	a	component	of	mortars	and	paint	binders	(Vinciguerra	et	al.,	2019).	It	is	unsurprising,	
therefore,	 that	 bioarchaeologists	 have	 sought	 out	 new	 molecular	 tools	 for	 identifying	 trace	
residues	of	dairy	products	preserved	on	or	within	material	culture	or	skeletal	remains.	Whilst	







approach.	 Ancient	milk	 proteins	 have	 been	 detected	 from	 a	 suite	 of	 archaeological	 artefacts,	
human	remains,	and	objects	of	cultural	heritage.	These	include	well-preserved	whole	cheese-like	
remains	from	Early	Bronze	Age	China	(Yang	et	al.,	2014),	as	well	as	from	residues	adhering	to	












materials	 and	 laboratory	 reagents	 (Barton,	 2007;	 Wall	 and	 Kim,	 2007).	 The	 challenge	 of	
contamination	has	been	explored	thoroughly	in	ancient	DNA	studies,	where	contamination	from	
modern	 sources	 of	DNA	or	PCR-product	 carry-over	 has	 been	well	 documented	 (Gilbert	et	 al.,	





that	 can	contain	milk	or	 laboratory	contamination	by	milk	powders	 (e.g.,	blotting	agents)	 can	
easily	introduce	a	modern	milk	proteome	to	ancient	artefacts	or	skeletal	remains.	Additionally,	












deamidate	 under	 these	 standard	 conditions	 should	 only	 be	 seen	 in	 genuinely	 old	 proteins;	




datasets:	 laboratory	 milk	 powder	 and	 archaeological	 artefacts	 that	 have	 been	 intentionally	
exposed	 to	potential	 laboratory	 contamination,	 in	order	 to	 identify	deamidation	 signatures	of	
potential	contaminating	sources.	Next,	we	compare	these	values	to	those	displayed	by	ancient	














Two	 experimental	 milk	 datasets	 were	 used	 to	 characterize	 deamidation	 in	 potential	
contamination	 sources.	 Firstly,	 proteins	 from	skim	milk	powder	were	 extracted	and	analysed	
with	the	aim	of	understanding	the	deamidation	patterns	in	milk-based	laboratory	reagents.	We	
then	 undertook	 an	 experiment	 to	 intentionally	 expose	 archaeological	 samples	 to	 potential	
















denature	 the	 proteins,	 and	 then	 subsequently	 cooled	 for	 10	 minutes.	 The	 sample	 was	 then	
digested	at	37°C	for	1	h	with	0.2	μg	of	rLysC	(Promega)	under	agitation.	The	sample	was	then	
















In	 the	 original	 manuscript,	 we	 intended	 to	 use	 a	 previously	 published	 dataset	 that	 had	










We	 undertook	 an	 experiment	 to	 quantify	 potential	 milk	 contamination	 that	 can	 result	 from	
exposure	 of	 archaeological	 samples	 within	 a	 modern	 laboratory	 setting,	 though	 no	 specific	
methodology	was	undertaken	 in	order	 to	ensure	 they	became	contaminated.	We	selected	 five	
archaeological	samples	 for	shotgun	proteomic	analysis,	 including	three	human	dental	calculus	
samples;	one	ostrich	(Struthio	kakesiensis)	eggshell	and	one	limescale	deposit	from	an	historic	
sewer	 pipe	 (Table	 4.2).	 These	 samples	 were	 selected	 since:	 1)	 they	 represent	 a	 range	 of	
archaeological	 or	 paleontological	 substrates	 previously	 demonstrated	 to	 preserve	 ancient	




ancient	 proteins	 laboratory)	 did	 not	 produce	 any	 evidence	 of	milk	 proteins	 (Warinner	 et	 al.,	
2014).	The	ostrich	eggshell	was	recovered	from	the	Laetoli	site	in	Tanzania	and	dates	to	~3.85	to	
4.3	Ma	(Harrison	&	Msuya	2005);	as	above	the	eggshell,	previously	analyzed	in	Demarchi	et	al.	
(2016),	 displayed	 no	 evidence	 of	milk	 proteins	 or	 analogues.	 The	 fifth	 sample	 represented	 a	
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Sample	Code	 Weight	(mg)	 Archaeological	site	[identifier]	 Age	
Dental	Calculus	A	 50	 Rupert’s	Valley,	St	Helena.	SK358	(8786)	 Mid-19th	
century	
Dental	Calculus	B	 81.9	 Rupert’s	Valley,	St	Helena.	SK520	(8836)	 Mid-19th	
century	














The	 samples	 were	 weighed	 out	 as	 whole	 pieces	 and	 were	 crushed	 into	 powder	 in	 a	 2.0	 ml	
Eppendorf	 tube	 using	 a	 sterile	 micropestle	 for	 each	 sample.	 1800	 μL	 of	
ethylenediaminetetraacetic	acid	(EDTA)	0.5	M	pH	8.0	was	added	to	each	sample.	The	samples	
were	 then	 parafilmed	 and	 incubated	 at	 room	 temperature	 on	 a	 rotator	 for	 5	 days.	 Protein	
extraction	was	undertaken	at	the	Discovery	Proteomics	Facility	at	the	Target	Discovery	Institute	













added	 to	 samples,	 and	 left	 for	 10-20	 minutes	 until	 a	 gel	 had	 formed.	 Once	 set,	 the	 gel	 was	
shredded	 through	 a	 filter	 membrane	 and	 fixed	 through	 rotation	 with	 10%	 acetic	 acid,	 50%	
methanol,	 40%	water.	 The	 solution	was	 centrifuged,	 and	 the	 supernatant	 discarded.	 1	mL	 of	
acetonitrile	was	added	to	dehydrate	the	gel	pieces.	A	series	of	washing	and	drying	steps	using	
acetonitrile	were	then	performed	to	exchange	buffers,	following	the	method	outlined	in	Hendy	et	










































































































all	 datasets	 were	 searched	 using	MaxQuant	 1.6.2.6a	 against	 a	 database	 of	 caseins	 (including	
alpha-S1-,	 alpha-S2-,	 beta-,	 and	 kappa-casein)	 and	 beta-lactoglobulin	 (BLG)	 from	 horse,	 goat,	
sheep,	and	cow,	using	a	semi-tryptic	search	strategy	(Appendix	B,	File	1).	The	minimum	score	for	




archaeological	 samples	 extracted	 with	 the	 GASP	 method,	 the	 fixed	 modification	 was	
propionamide	 (C),	 and	 the	 variable	 modifications	 included	 all	 those	 in	 the	 FASP	 setup,	 plus	












We	 then	 ran	 deamiDATE	 1.0	 (Ramsøe	 et	 al.,	 2020)	 on	 the	MaxQuant	 output	 files	 in	 order	 to	
quantify	 the	 levels	of	bulk	and	site-specific	deamidation.	Deamidation	refers	 to	 the	process	 in	
which	asparagine	and	glutamine	lose	an	amide	group,	and	thereby	are	converted	into	aspartic	
acid	 and	 glutamic	 acid,	 respectively.	 Due	 to	 differences	 in	 the	 pathways	 involved,	 glutamine	
deamidates	at	a	much	slower	rate	than	asparagine	(with	median	half-times	of	6100	and	60	days	




Orlando	et	al.,	 2013;	Hill	et	al.,	 2015;	Welker	et	al.,	 2015).	 In	 theory,	 the	higher	 the	extent	of	
glutamine	deamidation,	the	more	degraded	(i.e.	“older”)	the	sample.	DeamiDATE	calculates	the	
deamidation	of	proteins	within	a	sample,	including	site-specific	deamidation	—i.e.,	differences	in	






power	 as	 to	 estimate	 the	 age	 or	 or	 authenticity	 of	 a	 sample)	 and	 high	 half-time	deamidation	
events	(e.g.,	 those	that	occur	more	slowly	and	should	therefore	only	be	observed	in	genuinely	
















expectations	 	of	 facile	asparagine	deamidation	and	with	the	difference	 in	calculated	activation	
energies	(92-100	kJ/mol	for	Asn	and	131	kJ/mol	or	134	kJ/mol	for	either	direct	hydrolysis	of	











We	also	 examined	patterns	 of	 site-specific	 deamidation	 in	 the	 skim	milk	 powder	 (Figure	4.2;	
Appendix	B,	Table	3).	BLG	displays	only	high-levels	of	deamidation	in	low	half-time	sites,	i.e.,	sites	
























first	 to	determine	whether	 traces	of	milk	proteins	 from	 the	 laboratory	 environment	 could	be	
detected	 through	 mass	 spectrometry,	 and	 second,	 to	 characterize	 deamidation	 in	 any	
contaminating	 milk	 peptides.	 Caseins	 were	 confidently	 detected	 (with	 two	 or	 more	 unique	
peptides)	 in	all	 five	 samples	 in	 the	contamination	experiment,	 as	well	 as	 the	extraction	blank	
control	(five	peptides).	BLG	was	detected	in	two	out	of	the	five	samples,	as	well	as	the	extraction	








of	 the	 dental	 calculus	 samples,	 though	 this	 could	 have	 been	 a	 result	 of	 laboratory-induced	








































compared	 to	caseins.	 In	general,	 caseins	are	detected	relatively	 infrequently	 in	ancient	dental	































Deamidation	 of	 caseins,	 shown	 in	 Figure	 4.8b	 demonstrates	 even	 more	 variable	 patterns.	
Identified	peptides	across	all	samples	seem	to	either	be	completely	deamidated,	or	completely	
intact.	 The	 obvious	 exception	 to	 this	 is	 the	 ceramic	 vessel	 residues	 analysed	 by	Hendy	 et	 al.,	


























Though	 the	mechanisms	 involved	 are	 complex,	 and	 as	 yet	 poorly	 understood,	 it	 is	 clear	 that	
modern	 milk	 sources	 generally	 display	 less	 damage	 than	 putative	 ancient	 milk	 proteins.	 As	
expected,	asparagine	deamidation	occurs	relatively	rapidly	in	both	casein	and	BLG,	as	is	shown	
in	the	milk	powder	analysis	(Figure	4.1)	and	the	contamination	experiment	(Figure	4.4).	Samples	
in	 all	 three	 experiments	 show	 higher	 asparagine	 deamidation	 than	 glutamine,	 although	
asparagine	deamidation	is	still	not	very	advanced.	Very	little	glutamine	deamidation	is	observed	
in	the	experimental	samples	-	even	when	the	sample	has	undergone	extreme	heating,	such	as	in	
the	 	 milk	 powder.	 While	 glutamine	 deamidation	 is	 useful	 as	 a	 crude	 measure	 of	 overall	
degradation,	we	stress	that	the	extent	of	variability	observed	in	this	and	other	studies	(due	to	the	







samples	 may	 result	 in	 clearer	 trends,	 as	 	 78%	 of	 sample	 ages	 are	 inferred	 based	 on	 broad	
archaeological	periods	alone	-	however,	as	most	of	the	variation	takes	place	on	the	y-axis	(the	
extent	of	deamidation),	 this	 fine-tuning	of	points	along	 the	x-axis	 is	unlikely	 to	be	conclusive.	
Furthermore,	as	the	degradation	of	biomolecules	is	also	affected	by	a	sample’s	thermal	history,	









samples	 and	 the	 uncertainty	 related	 to	 palaeotemperature	 reconstructions.	 Furthermore,	 the	
concept	 of	 thermal	 age	 implies	 that	 all	 other	 environmental	 factors	 affecting	diagenesis	 rates	
(microbial	 attack,	 pH,	 effect	 of	metals	 and	 solutes)	 are	 irrelevant	 -	 a	 condition	which	 is	 only	
verified	in	very	few	biomaterials	(avian	eggshell,	dental	enamel)	and	that	does	not	occur	in	dental	










(but	 not	 limited	 to)	 the	 use	 of	 a	 dedicated	 laboratory	 for	 ancient	 protein	 extractions,	 sterile	
equipment	 and	 pure	 reagents,	 non-proteinaceous	 protective	 equipment	 (e.g.,	 no	 latex,	 silk,	
leather,	wool),	extraction	blank	controls,	experimental	replicates,	and	injection	blanks	between	
samples	 during	 LC-MS/MS	 (Hendy	 et	 al.,	 2018c).	 Here,	 we	 demonstrate	 the	 importance	 of	
extracting	 ancient	 proteins	within	 a	 dedicated	 laboratory,	 using	 appropriate	 controls	 to	 limit	
contamination	from	reagents	and	cross-sample	handling.	We	were	able	to	pick	up	low	levels	of	
casein	 and	 BLG	 contamination,	merely	 by	 exposing	 archaeological	 substrates	 to	 a	 laboratory	
setting	in	which	modern	milk	products	(e.g.,	skim	milk	powder,	caseins),	are	routinely	used.	Both	
BLG	and	caseins	were	detected	in	the	extraction	blank,	demonstrating	the	utility	of	these	controls	







sample	was	also	exposed	 to	high	concentration	bleach	 (NaOCl,	12	%	w/v)	 for	more	 than	100	
hours	-	a	key	step	in	palaeoproteomics	for	biomineralised	samples,	as	it	ensures	the	isolation	of	
endogenous	 (intracrystalline)	 proteins	 (see	 Demarchi	 et	 al.,	 2016).	 This	 experiment	 further	
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impact	 of	 false	 positive	 results	 in	mass	 spectrometry	 is	 to	 only	 accept	 protein	 identifications	
based	on	the	presence	of	two	or	more	distinct	peptides	(Carr	et	al.,	2004;	Wilkins	et	al.,	2006).	
According	 to	 this	 criterion,	 none	 of	 the	 BLG	 identifications	 within	 the	 experimental	 samples	
would	have	been	deemed	confident,	as	none	of	 the	samples	displayed	more	 than	one	peptide	



















to	 reduce	 the	 potential	 for	 false	 positive	 matches.	 For	 example,	 in	 their	 analysis	 of	 dietary	
proteins	entrapped	in	dental	calculus,	Hendy	et	al.	(2018a)	noted	that	multiple	putative	‘dietary’	
proteins	were	 identified	when	searching	dental	calculus	proteomes	against	Uniprot	alone,	but	


















samples	 ranging	 in	 age	 from	 the	 Neolithic	 to	 the	 present	 day	 demonstrates	 that	 a	moderate	
overall	 trend	 of	 deamidation	 is	 visible	 in	 milk	 proteins	 over	 time	 (Figure	 4.7),	 but	 the	 real	
question	 is	 whether	 this	 can	 translate	 to	 individual	 studies,	 which	will	 likely	 have	 a	 smaller	
number	of	samples	and	a	limited	time-span.	Although	the	rule	of	thumb	that	more	deamidation	
events	 at	 high	 half-time	 sites	 imply	 genuinely	 ancient	 proteins	 is	 valid	 for	 some	 samples,	




single	 deamidated	 residue	 sufficient	 to	 demonstrate	 authenticity?	 Likely	 not,	 especially	
considering	the	sporadic	deamidation	that	was	identified	in	modern	milk	proteins.	DeamiDATE’s	
site-specific	deamidation	 calculation	may	provide	 some	nuanced	 information.	However,	 if	 the	
glutamine	residue	in	question	has	a	very	high	half-time,	and	is	totally	deamidated,	it	is	more	likely	
the	source	protein	is	ancient;	and	if	it	has	a	very	low	half-time,	and	is	not	deamidated,	it	could	be	




asparagine.	 Only	 by	 assessing	 dozens	 of	 individual	 peptides	may	 clear	 deamidation	 patterns	









Hendy	 et	 al.’s	 (2018b)	 study	 on	 ancient	 proteins	 from	 ceramic	 residues	 at	 Çatalhöyük	
demonstrates	 expected	 variation	 of	 deamidation	 levels.	 There	 are	 a	 number	 of	 factors	which	
support	the	authenticity	of	recovered	proteins	in	this	study.	First,	 the	authors	followed	all	the	
laboratory	 guidelines	 for	 the	 analysis	 of	 ancient	proteins	 (Hendy	et	 al.,	 2018c)	 sampled	 from	
three	different	parts	of	the	ceramic	vessels;	the	study	made	use	of	extraction	replicates,	which	




In	 contrast	 to	 the	 dental	 calculus	 studies	 which	 typically	 display	 the	 sporadic	 presence	 of	
relatively	 few	 BLG	 peptides,	 the	 Çatalhöyük	 vessels	 display	 evidence	 of	 a	 complete	 milk	
proteome.	As	the	vessels	were	excavated	from	the	West	Mound	of	Çatalhöyük,	they	are	assumed	






Deamidation	 rates	 may	 also	 vary	 based	 on	 archaeological	 substrate.	 Here,	 we	 examined	
deamidation	levels	in	previously	published	datasets	from	dental	calculus	(Warinner	et	al.,	2014;	
Hendy	et	al.,	2018a;	Jeong	et	al.,	2018;	Mays	et	al.,	2018)	and	ceramic	vessels	(Hendy	et	al.,	2018b).	
Although	 both	 substrates	 display	 deamidation	 of	 milk	 proteins,	 they	 also	 illuminate	 clear	
evidence	 of	 differential	 preservation.	 In	 the	 case	 of	 deamidation	 of	 casein	 (Figure	 4.8),	 the	
ceramic	vessels	(shown	in	yellow	diamonds)	are	the	only	samples	that	display	nuanced	levels	of	
deamidation	 -	 all	 other	 samples	 have	 either	 complete	 deamidation	 or	 none.	 	 Although	 some	
caseins	 detected	 in	 archaeological	 substrates	may	 be	 spurious,	 the	 above	 evidence	 points	 to	
preservation	of	genuinely	ancient	caseins	in	at	least	some	ceramic	vessel	residues.		
	
As	mineralised	 residues	 adhering	 to	 ceramic	 vessels	 and	 calculus	 represent	 different	 binding	
substrates,	 it	would	 follow	 that	 the	preservation	 conditions	would	be	different.	 Furthermore,	





access	 analysis	 into	 ancient	milk	products,	 such	 as	 cheese	 and	kefir,	 could	 shed	 light	 on	how	
processed	and	raw	milk	proteins	preserve	in	the	absence	of	a	mineralised	substrate.	This	would	
allow	a	much	 larger	abundance	of	data,	and	a	 full	 range	of	proteins	and	peptides,	as	 the	milk	
proteins	would	not	be	competing	for	sequencing	against	the	environmental	or	oral	microbiome	
proteomes.	 This	 would	 allow	 researchers	 to	 investigate	 further	 how	 protein	 structure	 and	










of	 recovered	 sequencing	 reads	 and	 the	 frequency	 of	 cytosine	 to	 thymine	 (C-to-T)	
misincorporations	at	5’	ends	of	sequences.	The	fundamental	principle	behind	deamiDATE	is	the	











(five)	 nucleotide	 bases	 and	 consequently	 there	 is	 a	 much	 greater	 variation	 in	 structural	
organization	of	proteins.	In	ancient	DNA	there	is	periodicity	in	fragment	length	resulting	from	the	
wrapping	of	DNA	around	histones	(Kistler	et	al.,	2017).	 It	 is	known	that	deamidation	rates	 in	
proteins	vary	as	a	consequence	of	entropic	effects	(e.g.,	secondary	structure	(Xie	and	Schowen,	
1999))	and	we	would	envisage	deamidation	rates	will	be	more	difficult	to	assess	and	are	impacted	








To	 increase	 the	 quantity	 of	 peptides	 available	 for	 site-specific	 analysis,	 we	 propose	 that	 the	
deamidation	levels	of	proteins	of	interest,	such	as,	in	this	case,	dietary	proteins,	are	compared	to	







Information	 about	 protein	 structure	 may	 also	 provide	 additional	 insight	 into	 protein	





peptides	 in	 ancient	 calculus	 and	 ceramic	 samples	 may	 reflect	 both	 differential	 preservation,	
protein	aggregation	and/or	differential	mineral	binding,	it	suggests	that,	with	further	research,	






from	modern	milk	 samples,	 though	 this	 damage	 is	 highly	 variable,	 and	 a	 large	 sample	 size	 is	
required	to	elucidate	such	patterns.	This	study	reinforces	the	importance	of	the	use	of	dedicated	
facilities	 for	 the	 extraction	 of	 ancient	 proteins,	 free	 from	 modern	 contaminants	 that	 could	

































skins	 were	 manufactured,	 many	 of	 which	 survive	 today	 in	 archives,	 libraries	 and	 private	
collections.	It	is	therefore	important	that	they	are	conserved	in	such	a	way	that	the	textual	and	
biological	 information	 they	 record	 can	be	preserved.	However,	 the	degradation	of	 collagen	 in	
parchment	 is	 poorly	 understood.	 Here,	 we	 elucidate	 the	 patterns	 of	 degradation	 in	
experimentally	 limed	 parchment	 in	 order	 to	 better	 understand	 the	 diagenetic	 process.	 It	 is	
observed	that	during	liming	the	peptide	count,	coverage	and	deamidation	patterns	progress	at	a	
predictable	rate.	Furthermore,	a	hotspot	of	hydrolytic	activity	is	discovered,	and	its	mechanisms	






















remove	 them	 (Bienkiewicz,	 1983;	 Covington,	 2009);	 remove	 cutaneous	 lipids	 which	 makes	
parchment	white	and	able	to	absorb	inks	(Koppenhoefer,	no	date);	hydrolyse	the	amide	groups	
attached	to	asparagine	and	glutamine,	therefore	lowering	collagen’s	iso-electric	point,	facilitating	












40%	 type	 III	 (decreasing	with	 the	 animal's	 age	 and	 the	depth	of	 the	dermis)	 (Axelsson	et	al.,	
2016).	Collagens	are	commonly	found	in	ancient	samples	(van	Doorn	et	al.,	2012)	due	to	their	












the	 side	 chain	 of	 the	 glycine	 is	 small	 enough	 to	 fit	 into	 the	 center	 of	 the	 helix.	 Proline	 and	
hydroxyproline	(the	product	of	the	post-translational	modification	of	proline)		also	support	the	



















Understanding	 the	degradation	 and	 its	 causes	will	 allow	both	 the	 refinement	 of	 conservation	
techniques	and	the	development	of	targeted	analytical	techniques.	This	chapter	aims	to	better	
understand	 the	diagenetic	 changes	 skins	undergo	during	parchment	production.	We	used	LC-





















Skin	06	 Shetland	 Male	 Fawn	 10	months	 2	 1	
Skin	08	 Portland	 Female	 White	 13	months	 2	 1	
Skin	11	 Shetland	 Female	 White	 Stillborn	 2	 2	
Skin	12	 Shetland	 Female	 Brown	 5	years	 2	 2	
Skin	15	 Shetland	 Female	 Brown	 18	months	 3	 1	
Table	5.1:	Sheep	skins	used	for	parchment	production	
	




































and	 5	 µL	 of	 sample	 analysed	 by	 LC-MS/MS.	 Previously	 published	 LC-MS/MS	 parameters	 for	















08-06)	 with	more	 stringent	 search	 parameters:	 semi-specific	 cleavage,	 a	 minimum	 score	 for	





















Alanine	 Glycine	 Leucine	 Serine	 Valine	
	 	 	 	 	
Threonine	 Lysine	 Aspartic	acid	 Isoleucine	 Asparagine	
	 	 	 	 	
Glutamic	acid	 Proline	 Arginine	 Phenylalanine	 Glutamine	
	 	 	 	 	
Tyrosine	 Histidine	 Methionine	 Tryptophan	 Cysteine	











the	COL1A2	molecule	 (row-group	5,	 positions	 1-50),	which	may	 indicate	 further	 fraying.	 The	






shown	 in	 the	 green	 boxes)	 does	 not	 exhibit	 particularly	 intense	 hydrolysis,	 which	 seems	 to	
indicate	 that	 although	 the	 COL1A1	 strands	 are	 hugely	 frayed	 at	 this	 point,	 the	 triple	 helical	























was	 chosen	 as	 it	 is	 a	 representative	 skin,	 in	 the	middle	 of	 the	 age	 range.	 The	 high-intensity	
cleavage	region	is	bookended	by	two	tryptic	residues	-	lysine	(K)	at	1069	and	arginine	(R)	at	1091	
-	and	also	contains	an	arginine	at	residue	1073.	Before	liming	(Figure	5.4.A),	all	these	three	have	






























































































amino	 acids	 are	 more	 likely	 to	 be	 cleaved	 during	 liming.	 Figure	 5.7	 shows	 the	 intensity	 of	
hydrolysis	in	both	COL1A1	(Figure	5.7.A)	and	COL1A2	(Figure	5.7.B)	per	time	point	per	amino	
acid.	 In	COL1A1,	hydrolysis	 increases	 in	most	amino	acids	 fairly	uniformly	at	each	time	point.	
























especially	one	with	a	N-terminal	proline	 (row	3)	are	mostly	 found	after	high	duration	 liming.	
However,	because	this	peptide	ends	with	a	lysine,	it	is	unlikely	its	high	level	of	hydrolysis	is	due	









before	 0	days	 5	days	 10	days	 15	days	
GFPGLPGPSGEPGK	 R	 14	 25	 45	 55	
FPGLPGPSGEPGK	 G	 2	 0	 0	 0	
PGLPGPSGEPGK	 F	 0	 2	 11	 22	
GLPGPSGEPGK	 P	 0	 1	 0	 1	
LPGPSGEPGK	 G	 0	 0	 0	 1	

















Like	COL1A1,	COL1A2	(Figure	5.7.B)	exhibits	a	general	pattern	of	 intensity	 increasing	 in	most	
amino	acids	as	the	duration	of	liming	increases.		
	
One	of	 the	most	noticeable	differences	 is	 that	hydrolysis	at	serine	 is	 far	 less	 likely	 to	occur	 in	



















































This	 pattern	 is	 less	 clear	 in	 Skin	 11	 (shown	 in	 Figure	 5.11).	While	 hydrolysis	 of	 the	 gap	 and	
overlap	regions	in	COL1A1	in	all	the	other	skins	(Figure	5.10)	is	generally	similar	within	the	same	
amino	acid,	in	Skin	11	there	is	much	less	correlation.	Across	all	time	points,	the	gap	region	seems	
















hydrolysis	 increases	with	duration	of	 liming,	even	 in	 the	high	 intensity	hydrolysis	region.	The	
only	substantial	difference	 is	 that	serine	 is	highly	hydrolysed	 in	 the	high	 intensity	region,	but	
exhibits	 much	 less	 hydrolysis	 in	 the	 rest	 of	 the	 gap	 regions.	 This	 is	 in	 agreement	 with	 the	
hypothesis	that	the	hydrolysis	between	lysine	and	serine	in	this	region	is	the	driving	force	behind	

























COL1A2,	 in	 Figure	 5.14,	 shows	 a	 similar	 trend	 of	 growing	 intensity	 and	 depth	 and	 width	 of	
coverage	with	liming.	Like	in	COL1A1,	Skin	11	shows	an	increased	peptide	count	before	liming	
than	 after	 five	 days.	 However	 unlike	 COL1A1,	 there	 does	 not	 appear	 to	 be	 regions	 with	









green	 bar	 is	 drawn	 if	 the	 position	 is	 covered	 by	 at	 least	 one	 peptide.	 The	 height	 of	 the	 bar	 is	




















This	 correlation	 across	 all	 skins	 is	moderate,	with	 an	R2	 of	 0.632	 and	 0.776	 for	 COL1A1	 and	
COL1A2	respectively.	 Skin	11	can	be	 seen	as	a	 clear	outlier,	with	many	more	peptides	before	













same	 linear	 trend	 as	 the	 other	 skins,	 there	 is	 no	meaningful	 difference	 between	 the	 gap	 and	
overlap	regions.	Without	Skin	11,	the	R2	value	for	the	other	skins,	in	both	the	gap	and	overlap	
















	 Col1a1	 Col1a2	 Col1a1	 Col1a2	
Skin	11	 0.087	 0.435	 0.0131	 0.345	
Other	













































































does	 not	 have	 as	 significant	 a	 correlation	 as	 the	 other	 skins.	 Nevertheless,	 it	 does	 show	 a	
moderate	correlation	in	COL1A1	(Figure	5.21.B),	with	R2	values	for	the	gap	and	overlap	regions	
of	0.704	and	0.617	respectively.	This	is	due	to	the	coverage	before	liming	being	markedly	lower	










	 Col1a1	 Col1a2	 Col1a1	 Col1a2	
Skin	11	 0.253	 0.704	 0.595	 0.617	





































































































liming	 duration.	 	However,	 there	 is	 never	 hydrolysis	 before	 liming	 at	 cleavages	 between	 two	


















As	 expected,	 Skin	11	portrays	 slightly	different	patterns.	 In	both	COL1A2	 (Figure	5.25.C)	 and	
COL1A2	(Figure	5.25.D)	there	are	combinations	with	no	intensity	after	five	days	of	liming,	which	
fits	with	Figures	5.13	and	5.14,	which	show	that	after	five	days	of	liming	Skin	11	contains	fewer	
peptides	 than	 before	 liming.	 Additionally,	 in	 both	 COL1A1	 and	COL1A2	 Skin	 11	 only	 exhibits	
hydrolysis	after	15	days	of	liming	between	residues	which	both	have	high	variance.	For	example,	






































































































Figure	5.32	shows	 the	site-specific	deamidation	 in	Skins	6,	8,	12,	and	15.	 In	COL1A1	(A),	 it	 is	



























skins	 represented	 by	 stars.	 In	 both	 COL1A1	 (A)	 and	 COL1A2	 (B),	 glutamine	 is	 almost	 totally	
deamidated	 before	 liming,	 but	 after	 liming	 displays	 similar	 values	 to	 the	 other	 skins.	 For	
asparagine,	this	pattern	is	not	apparent	-	the	deamidation	before	liming	is	not	as	extreme,	and	



























there	 seems	 to	be	an	overrepresentation	of	 gap	deamidation	after	 five	days	of	 liming	 (Figure	
5.36.B).	By	15	days	of	 liming,	 there	 is	not	a	clear	difference	between	 the	gap	and	 the	overlap	
region,	although	there	 is	a	cluster	of	overlap	residues	with	10,000	days	half-time	that	are	not	
































hydrolysis	 deamidate	 very	 similarly	 to	 other	 similar	 glutamines	 (Figure	 5.37.A),	 as	 does	 the	
















This	 study	sought	 to	 characterise	 the	degradation	of	 collagen	 in	 skins	 subjected	 to	 the	 liming	








by	 trypsin	 (arginine	 and	 lysine)	 hydrolyse	 before	 liming,	 as	 trypsin	 was	 used	 in	 the	 sample	
preparation	phase.	After	 five	days	of	 liming,	 residues	near	 these	 sites	of	early	hydrolysis	also	
experience	 cleavage	 (Figure	 5.3.B)	 and	 show	 hydrolysis,	 which	 implies	 that	 this	 trypsin	
hydrolysis	prompts	collagen	to	unwind.	In	terms	of	collagen’s	quaternary	structure,	we	see	that	




























function	of	 the	 region’s	 coverage	 (Figure	5.19),	 nor	 its	melting	 temperature	 (Figure	5.23	 and	








opposite	 effect	 -	 conferring	 instability	 to	 the	 region.	 Lastly,	 in	 human	 COL1A1	 this	 region	 is	























coverage	 before	 liming	 is	 also	 higher	 (Figure	 5.21),	 and	 there	 are	 substantially	more	 unique	













average	 coverage	 of	 COL1A1	 in	 Skin	 11	 before	 liming	 is	 9.7x	 (Figure	 5.20),	 and	 there	 are	 62	
uniquely	detected	deamidating	residues,	there	is	a	wealth	of	evidence	supporting	this	pattern.	




























peptide	 count,	 coverage,	 and	 deamidation,	 proceed	 at	 a	 predictable	 rate	 during	 the	 liming	
process,	and	that	the	gap	region	is	the	most	susceptible	to	hydrolysis.	We	also	identify	a	region	of	
high	 intensity	hydrolysis,	and	explore	the	mechanisms	that	may	cause	this	pattern.	Lastly,	 the	























Palaeoproteomics	 suffers	 from	a	 lack	of	widely	 agreed	upon	 criteria	 for	 the	 authentication	of	
results	(Hendy	et	al.,	2018c).	Interpreting	modern	contaminant	proteomes	as	originating	from	
ancient	artefacts	can	obviously	lead	researchers	to	draw	the	wrong	conclusions	about	the	past.	






and	 site-specific	 deamidation.	 Bulk	 deamidation	 calculates	 the	 proportion	 of	 deamidated	 and	
non-deamidated	glutamine	and	asparagine	in	all	peptides	in	a	given	protein,	and	normalises	this	
proportion	to	the	intensity	of	the	peptides.	That	is,	for	each	protein,	it	outputs	two	values	-	the	


















extent	of	deamidation	 from	ancient	and	modern	samples	at	 the	 same	half-time.	However,	 the	
extent	of	deamidation	both	within	and	between	samples	was	extremely	variable	-	although	rough	




site	 near	 Brighton,	 UK.	 Alongside	 the	 many	 endogenous	 proteins	 detected,	 seven	 different	
proteins	relating	to	chicken	egg	were	identified	(Table	3.2).	This	finding	would	mark	the	earliest	
ever	evidence	of	chickens	in	the	UK.	As	the	chicken	egg	proteins	were	not	found	in	the	extraction	
blank,	 it	was	unlikely	 that	 the	proteins	were	 laboratory	contaminants.	Moreover,	many	of	 the	
peptides	were	specific	to	chicken,	so	the	egg	most	likely	did	not	originate	from	another	bird.	Using	

























it	 is	possible	 to	detect	milk	 in	 archaeological	 artefacts	 and	 remains,	 and	 therefore	piece	back	
together	the	complex	history	of	the	adoption	of	animal	milk	into	the	human	diet	(Bleasdale	et	al.,	
2021).	However,	milk	proteins	are	intrinsically	hard	to	authenticate	-	they	are	typically	present	
in	 very	 small	 quantities	 in	 archaeological	 remains,	 and	 are	 also	 commonly	 used	 laboratory	
reagents	(Hendy	et	al.,	2018c).		
	
Chapter	4	 aimed	 to	 assess	 the	deamidation	patterns	 in	milk	proteomes,	 in	 order	 to	 ascertain	
whether	deamidation	alone	 can	 reliably	differentiate	between	modern	and	 contaminant	milk.	
























































































The	 deamidation	 of	 the	 skins	 was	 calculated	 using	 deamiDATE	 1.0.	 In	 the	 non-outlier	 skins,	
deamidation	of	both	glutamine	and	asparagine	 increases	during	 liming,	and	 there	was	a	clear	
trend	of	increasing	deamidation	at	higher	half-times	during	liming.	Additionally,	the	deamidation	
of	sites	with	10,000	days	half-time	was	found	to	have	a	very	strong	exponential	correlation	with	








of	 collagen	 (and	 other	 proteins)	 during	 autolysis	 -	 the	 breakdown	 of	 cells	 after	 death.	 We	
hypothesised	that	these	damaged	proteins	are	washed	away	in	the	liming	process,	which	is	why	

















2) Use	 this	 knowledge	 to	 develop	 tools	 and	 methodologies	 to	 authenticate	 ancient	
proteomes		
	
This	 thesis	 has	 lead	 to	 the	 increased	 understanding	 of	 the	 diagenetic	 forces	 acting	 on	
proteins	 through	 time	 (Aim	1),	 by	 characterising	 the	 extent	 of	 site-specific	 deamidation	 in	
samples	of	various	ages,	and	thereby	demonstrating	its	potential	to	differentiate	between	modern	
and	ancient	proteins	(Chapter	3),	by	examining	milk	protein	deamidation	in	a	 large	dataset	of	
experimental	 and	 archeological	 samples,	 (Chapter	 4),	 and	 by	 characterising	 the	 patterns	 of	
hydrolysis,	 deamidation,	 and	 changes	 in	proteome	 composition	 in	 animal	 skins	during	 liming	
(Chapter	5).	Furthermore,	it	has	also	proposed	a	novel	tool	that	authenticates	ancient	proteins	






As	 curators	 are	 becoming	 increasingly	 sceptical	 of	 requests	 for	 destructive	 sampling,	 it	 is	
increasingly	important	to	maximise	the	information	gained	from	destructive	analyses	(discussed	









Open	access	 sharing	of	data	 allows	 the	 independent	 validation	of	 results,	which	 is	 commonly	
agreed	to	be	a	“cornerstone	of	science”	(Moonesinghe,	Khoury	and	Janssens,	2007).	As	mentioned	
throughout	 this	 thesis,	 palaeoproteomics	 is	 plagued	 by	 seemingly	 contradictory	 remarkable	



























Moreover,	 once	 the	 software	 (or	 software	 combination)	 is	 chosen,	 there	 are	 a	 multitude	 of	













That	being	said,	 the	driving	 force	behind	whether	or	not	a	protein	 is	detected	 is	 the	database	
selection.	 Choosing	 too	 restricted	 a	 database	 will	 effectively	 force	 the	 software	 to	 identify	




differences	 in	 amino	 acid	 composition	 are	 unlikely	 to	 be	 detected	 without	 careful	 manual	
inspection	of	the	spectra.		
	
Conversely,	 too	 large	 a	 database	 is	 also	 far	 from	 ideal.	 The	 largest	 databases	will	 have	many	
thousands	of	proteins	that	are	irrelevant	to	the	sample	of	interest,	and	as	every	spectrum	needs	
to	be	compared	to	a	theoretical	spectrum	generated	from	each	possible	peptide	in	the	database,	
this	 increases	 the	 search	 space	 (the	 time	 and	 memory	 it	 takes	 to	 perform	 the	 search)	
exponentially.	This	is	especially	a	problem	while	using	a	semi-	or	unspecific	digestion	mode,	as	















































the	 coverage	 across	 the	 genome	 was	 not	 sufficient	 for	 the	 authentication	 tool	 mapDamage	
(Ginolhac	 et	 al.,	 2011;	 Jónsson	 et	 al.,	 2013)	 to	 provide	 an	 estimate	 of	 the	 authenticity	 of	 the	
sequences.		
	
As	 these	 low	 abundance	 biomolecules	 are	 often	 of	 considerable	 archaeological	 interest,	 it	 is	
imperative	that	they	are	subject	to	some	criteria	of	authentication.	Even	if	a	protein	identification	
can	 be	made	 using	 two	 peptides	 (Hendy	 et	 al.,	 2018c),	 it	 is	 unlikely	 that	 said	 protein	 can	 be	
authenticated	using	deamidation	alone.	The	peptides	may	not	include	a	deamidating	residue,	and	
even	if	they	both	do,	two	data	points	is	not	sufficient.	Researchers	may	be	lucky,	and	have	one	of	















glutamine	 deamidation	 is	 not	 an	 indicator	 of	 the	 age	 of	 a	 sample,	 but	 of	 the	 sample’s	
preservational	quality.	It	is	impossible	to	deny	that	there	are	indeed	factors	other	than	time	that	






























results,	 and	 add	 another	 layer	 of	 evidence	 to	 remarkable	 findings.	 Indeed,	 deamiDATE	 has	
already	been	used	in	four	studies	(Mackie	et	al.,	2017;	Mays	et	al.,	2018;	Charlton	et	al.,	2019;	
Wilkin	 et	 al.,	 2020),	 and	 is	 used	 by	 researchers	 on	 an	 ad-hoc	 basis	 to	 verify	 their	 results.	
Additionally,	this	thesis	has	also	explored	cases	where	deamiDATE	alone	cannot	provide	robust	
authentication,	 and	 suggested	 guidelines	 for	 these	 cases.	 Although	 deamiDATE	 can	 generally	
discriminate	between	modern	and	contaminant	proteins	of	high	abundance,	it	is	less	suitable	for	
use	 on	 a	 few,	 isolated	 peptides,	 such	 as	 studies	 aiming	 to	 identify	 dietary	 or	 disease-causing	
proteins	in	complex	mixtures	-	for	example	in	the	microbiome.	As	discussed	in	6.3.3,	these	cases	
should	require	multiple	 lines	of	evidence	to	reliably	authenticate.	As	such,	deamiDATE	 is	best	
applied	 in	 the	authentication	of	proteins	of	natural	high	abundance	 (e.g.	 collagen	 in	bone),	or	











This	 thesis	 represents	 a	 step	 forward	 in	 the	 development	 of	 analytical	 software	 tools	 for	
palaeoproteomics,	an	area	which	has	been	hitherto	somewhat	neglected.	As	discussed	in	2.4.3,	
there	 is	 a	 considerable	 amount	 of	 work	 going	 into	 optimising	 wet	 lab	 protocols	 for	 ancient	
samples	(Jiang	et	al.,	2007;	Wadsworth	and	Buckley,	2014;	Schroeter	et	al.,	2016;	Le	Meillour	et	
al.,	2018;	Lanigan	et	al.,	2020);	but	the	dry	lab	lags	behind.	Advancement	in	this	area,	which	can	
only	 be	 made	 possible	 by	 large-scale	 analyses	 of	 the	 patterns	 of	 degradation,	 is	 key	 for	 the	
progress	of	the	field.		
	




of	 interest	 (roughly	 equivalent	 to	 the	database	 search	 step	 in	proteomics)	 is	 extremely	quick	
compared	 to	 the	 analytical	 bioinformatic	 pipelines.	 This	 implies	 that	 there	 is	 room	 for	
considerable	growth	in	the	downstream	analyses	of	proteomics	data.	For	example,	as	mentioned	
in	6.3.2,	most	current	experiments	see	only	a	few	percent	of	spectra	successfully	matched	to	a	












important	 updates	 will	 be	 to	 include	 more	 post-translational	 modifications,	 as	 they	 act	 at	
different	rates	and	under	different	conditions,	and	are	well	characterised	and	detected	by	their	
unique	 mass-shift.	 Nevertheless,	 including	 more	 PTMs	 will	 increase	 the	 search	 space,	 and	
therefore	peptide	 identifications	will	become	 less	 reliable	as	 the	possibility	 for	 false	positives	
increases	(Froment	et	al.,	2020).	Therefore,	it	is	imperative	that	deamiDATE	2.0	only	quantifies	
PTMs	that	would	be	included	in	the	search	step	for	biological	reasons	(e.g.	oxidation),	rather	than	
just	 as	 another	 line	 of	 evidence.	 One	 of	 the	 characteristics	 of	 authenticity	 used	 by	 palaeo	
geneticists	 is	 sequence	 length	 (Wall	 and	 Kim,	 2007),	 as	 DNA	 sequences	 fragment	 due	 to	
hydrolysis	 over	 time.	However,	 this	 is	 not	 directly	 applicable	 to	 palaeoproteomics,	 as	 sample	

















the	 patterns	 of	 degradation	 in	 truly	 ancient	 proteins,	 and	 (b)	 use	 this	 knowledge	 in	 order	 to	
develop	 tools	 to	 authenticate	 results.	 In	 the	 development	 of	 deamiDATE	 1.0,	 this	 study	 has	
introduced	a	novel	tool	which	can	aid	the	differentiation	of	ancient	and	modern	proteomes	using	
deamidation.	 Furthermore,	 a	 large-scale	 meta-analysis	 showed	 that	 the	 deamidation	 of	 milk	
proteins	and	collagen	in	the	archaeological	record	is	highly	variable.	Therefore,	although	it	is	a	
useful	 tool,	 deamiDATE	 alone	 cannot	 reliably	 authenticate	 such	 proteomes,	 and	 further	
guidelines	 for	 the	 authentication	 of	 low	 abundance	 and	 common	 contaminant	 proteins	 are	
suggested.	 This	 study’s	 last	 contribution	 is	 an	 exhaustive	 data	 analysis	 of	 the	 degradation	 of	
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'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)1  &2/$1 $DUGYDUN1
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
Appendix	A,	Table	2

'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
'HIDXOW VS_&+-1_&2$B25<$)4  &2/$4 $DUGYDUN4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4

 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4

 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',1  &2/$1 $QWHDWHU1
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4  &2/$4 $QWHDWHU4
 VS_&+-3_&2$B&<&',4 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6DPSOH 3URWHLQ 1DPH &ODVVLILFDWLRQ $$ 5HO1RQ'HDP
VDPSOH VS_3_$$7B+80$1 $OSKDDQWLWU\SVLQ +XPDQ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_$$7B+80$1 $OSKDDQWLWU\SVLQ +XPDQ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_&$6$B&$3+, $OSKD6FDVHLQ 0LON 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_&$6$B%29,1 $OSKD6FDVHLQ 0LON 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_&$6$B%29,1 $OSKD6FDVHLQ 0LON 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_$17B+80$1 $QWLWKURPELQ,,, +XPDQ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_&$6%B6+((3 %HWDFDVHLQ 0LON 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_&$6%B6+((3 %HWDFDVHLQ 0LON 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_/$&%B29,08 %HWDODFWRJOREXOLQ 0LON 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_&$7*B+80$1 &DWKHSVLQ* +XPDQ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_&$7*B+80$1 &DWKHSVLQ* +XPDQ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_&$7*B+80$1 &DWKHSVLQ* +XPDQ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_&$7*B+80$1 &DWKHSVLQ* +XPDQ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_&$7*B+80$1 &DWKHSVLQ* +XPDQ 4 
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
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
VDPSOH VS_3_&2B+80$1 &RPSOHPHQW& +XPDQ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_&2B+80$1 &RPSOHPHQW& +XPDQ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_&2B+80$1 &RPSOHPHQW& +XPDQ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_&2B+80$1 &RPSOHPHQW& +XPDQ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_&2B+80$1 &RPSOHPHQW& +XPDQ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_&2B+80$1 &RPSOHPHQW& +XPDQ 4 
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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VDPSOH VS_3_75)/B+80$1 /DFWRWUDQVIHUULQ +XPDQ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_75)/B+80$1 /DFWRWUDQVIHUULQ +XPDQ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_75)/B+80$1 /DFWRWUDQVIHUULQ +XPDQ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_75)/B+80$1 /DFWRWUDQVIHUULQ +XPDQ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_75)/B+80$1 /DFWRWUDQVIHUULQ +XPDQ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_75)/B+80$1 /DFWRWUDQVIHUULQ +XPDQ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_/<6&B&+,&. /\VR]\PH& (JJ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_/<6&B&+,&. /\VR]\PH& (JJ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_/<6&B&+,&. /\VR]\PH& (JJ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_/<6&B&+,&. /\VR]\PH& (JJ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_/<6&B&+,&. /\VR]\PH& (JJ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_/<6&B&+,&. /\VR]\PH& (JJ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_/<6&B&+,&. /\VR]\PH& (JJ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_/<6&B&+,&. /\VR]\PH& (JJ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1 0\HORSHUR[LGDVH +XPDQ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1 0\HORSHUR[LGDVH +XPDQ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1 0\HORSHUR[LGDVH +XPDQ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1 0\HORSHUR[LGDVH +XPDQ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1 0\HORSHUR[LGDVH +XPDQ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1 0\HORSHUR[LGDVH +XPDQ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1 0\HORSHUR[LGDVH +XPDQ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1 0\HORSHUR[LGDVH +XPDQ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1 0\HORSHUR[LGDVH +XPDQ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1 0\HORSHUR[LGDVH +XPDQ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1 0\HORSHUR[LGDVH +XPDQ 4 
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
VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1 0\HORSHUR[LGDVH +XPDQ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1 0\HORSHUR[LGDVH +XPDQ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1 0\HORSHUR[LGDVH +XPDQ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1 0\HORSHUR[LGDVH +XPDQ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1 0\HORSHUR[LGDVH +XPDQ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1 0\HORSHUR[LGDVH +XPDQ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1 0\HORSHUR[LGDVH +XPDQ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1 0\HORSHUR[LGDVH +XPDQ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1 0\HORSHUR[LGDVH +XPDQ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1 0\HORSHUR[LGDVH +XPDQ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_'()B+80$1 1HXWURSKLOGHIHQVLQ +XPDQ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_(/1(B+80$1 1HXWURSKLOHODVWDVH +XPDQ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_(/1(B+80$1 1HXWURSKLOHODVWDVH +XPDQ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_29$/B&+,&. 2YDOEXPLQ (JJ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_29$/B&+,&. 2YDOEXPLQ (JJ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_29$/B&+,&. 2YDOEXPLQ (JJ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_29$/B&+,&. 2YDOEXPLQ (JJ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_29$/B&+,&. 2YDOEXPLQ (JJ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_29$/B&+,&. 2YDOEXPLQ (JJ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_29$/B&+,&. 2YDOEXPLQ (JJ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_29$/B&+,&. 2YDOEXPLQ (JJ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_29$/B&+,&. 2YDOEXPLQ (JJ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_29$/<B&+,&. 2YDOEXPLQUHODWHGSURWHLQ< (JJ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_29$/<B&+,&. 2YDOEXPLQUHODWHGSURWHLQ< (JJ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_75)(B&+,&. 2YRWUDQVIHUULQ (JJ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_75)(B&+,&. 2YRWUDQVIHUULQ (JJ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_75)(B&+,&. 2YRWUDQVIHUULQ (JJ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_75)(B&+,&. 2YRWUDQVIHUULQ (JJ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_6$B+80$1 3URWHLQ6$ +XPDQ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_6$B+80$1 3URWHLQ6$ +XPDQ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_6$B+80$1 3URWHLQ6$ +XPDQ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_6$B+80$1 3URWHLQ6$ +XPDQ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&. 9LWHOORJHQLQ (JJ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&. 9LWHOORJHQLQ (JJ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&. 9LWHOORJHQLQ (JJ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&. 9LWHOORJHQLQ (JJ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&. 9LWHOORJHQLQ (JJ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&. 9LWHOORJHQLQ (JJ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&. 9LWHOORJHQLQ (JJ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&. 9LWHOORJHQLQ (JJ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&. 9LWHOORJHQLQ (JJ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&. 9LWHOORJHQLQ (JJ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&. 9LWHOORJHQLQ (JJ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&. 9LWHOORJHQLQ (JJ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&. 9LWHOORJHQLQ (JJ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&. 9LWHOORJHQLQ (JJ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&. 9LWHOORJHQLQ (JJ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&. 9LWHOORJHQLQ (JJ 1 
VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&. 9LWHOORJHQLQ (JJ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&. 9LWHOORJHQLQ (JJ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&. 9LWHOORJHQLQ (JJ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&. 9LWHOORJHQLQ (JJ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&. 9LWHOORJHQLQ (JJ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&. 9LWHOORJHQLQ (JJ 4 
VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&. 9LWHOORJHQLQ (JJ 4 
SRVWEODQN VS_3_/$&%B29,08 %HWDODFWRJOREXOLQ 0LON 4 

SRVWEODQN VS_3_/$&%B29,08 %HWDODFWRJOREXOLQ 0LON 1 
SRVWEODQN VS_3_&2B+80$1 &RPSOHPHQW& +XPDQ 4 
SRVWEODQN VS_3_&2B+80$1 &RPSOHPHQW& +XPDQ 1 
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
+DOIWLPH 5HO1RQ'HDP &ODVVLILFDWLRQ 6L]H 6DPSOH 3URWHLQ
  0LON  SRVWEODQN VS_3_/$&%B29,08
  +XPDQ  SRVWEODQN VS_3_&2B+80$1
  +XPDQ  SRVWEODQN VS_3_&2B+80$1
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_75)(B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_75)(B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_75)(B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_75)(B&+,&.
  0LON  VDPSOH VS_3_&$6%B6+((3
  0LON  VDPSOH VS_3_&$6%B6+((3
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_29$/<B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_/<6&B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_/<6&B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_/<6&B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_/<6&B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_/<6&B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_/<6&B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_/<6&B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_29$/B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_29$/B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_29$/B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_29$/B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_29$/B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_29$/B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_29$/B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_29$/B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_29$/B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_29$/<B&+,&.
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&.
  0LON  VDPSOH VS_3_&$6$B&$3+,
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_6$B+80$1
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
  0LON  VDPSOH VS_3_&$6$B%29,1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_6$B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_75)/B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_75)/B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_75)/B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_75)/B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_75)/B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_75)/B+80$1
  0LON  VDPSOH VS_3_/$&%B29,08
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_75)/B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_75)/B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_75)/B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_75)/B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_75)/B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_6$B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_&2B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_&2B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_&2B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_&2B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_&2B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_&2B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_&2B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_&2B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_$17B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_(/1(B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_(/1(B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_'()B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_3(50B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_&$7*B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_$$7B+80$1
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&.
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_$$7B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_&$7*B+80$1

  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_&$7*B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_&$7*B+80$1
  (JJ  VDPSOH VS_3_9,7B&+,&.
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_&$7*B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_&$7*B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_,*.&B+80$1
  +XPDQ  VDPSOH VS_3_,*.&B+80$1
Appendix	A,	Table	5:	Site-speci5ic	deamidation	of	protein	groups	in	SK1.	

A e di  A  Fi e  
 





> P02788 TRFL_HUMAN Lac a fe OS=H a e OX=9606     













> P02788-2 TRFL_HUMAN I f De aLf f Lac a fe     














> P01834 IGKC_HUMAN I b a a c a OS=H     
a e  OX=9606 GN=IGKC PE=1 SV=2 
RTVAAPSVFIFPPSDEQLKSGTASVVCLLNNFYPREAKVQWKVDNALQSGNSQESVTEQD 
SKDSTYSLSSTLTLSKADYEKHKVYACEVTHQGLSSPVTKSFNRGEC 
> P08246 ELNE_HUMAN Ne e a a e OS=H a e OX=9606      













> P01008 ANT3_HUMAN A b -III OS=H a e OX=9606     









> P01009 A1AT_HUMAN A a-1-a OS=H a e OX=9606     









> P05164 PERM_HUMAN M e e da e OS=H a e OX=9606     














> P59665 DEF1_HUMAN Ne defe 1 OS=H a e      
OX=9606 GN=DEFA1 PE=1 SV=1 
MRTLAILAAILLVALQAQAEPLQARADEVAAAPEQIAADIPEVVVSLAWDESLAPKHPGS 
RKNMACYCRIPACIAGERRYGTCIYQGRLWAFCC 
> P06702 S10A9_HUMAN P e S100-A9 OS=H a e OX=9606      
GN=S100A9 PE=1 SV=1 
MTCKMSQLERNIETIINTFHQYSVKLGHPDTLNQGEFKELVRKDLQNFLKKENKNEKVIE 
HIMEDLDTNADKQLSFEEFIMLMARLTWASHEKMHEGDEGPGHHHKPGLGEGTP 
> P05109 S10A8_HUMAN P e S100-A8 OS=H a e OX=9606      
GN=S100A8 PE=1 SV=1 
MLTELEKALNSIIDVYHKYSLIKGNFHAVYRDDLKKLLETECPQYIRKKGADVWFKELDI 
NTDGAVNFQEFLILVIKMGVAAHKKSHEESHKE 






























IIGKDTWVEHWPEEDECQDEENQKQCQDLGAFTESMVVFGCPN> P61626 LYSC_HUMAN 




> P02788 TRFL_HUMAN Lac a fe OS=H a e OX=9606     














> P02788-2 TRFL_HUMAN I f De aLf f Lac a fe     













> P01834 IGKC_HUMAN I b a a c a OS=H     
a e  OX=9606 GN=IGKC PE=1 SV=2 
RTVAAPSVFIFPPSDEQLKSGTASVVCLLNNFYPREAKVQWKVDNALQSGNSQESVTEQD 
SKDSTYSLSSTLTLSKADYEKHKVYACEVTHQGLSSPVTKSFNRGEC 
> P08246 ELNE_HUMAN Ne e a a e OS=H a e OX=9606      














> P01008 ANT3_HUMAN A b -III OS=H a e OX=9606     









> P01009 A1AT_HUMAN A a-1-a OS=H a e OX=9606     








> P05164 PERM_HUMAN M e e da e OS=H a e OX=9606     















> P59665 DEF1_HUMAN Ne defe 1 OS=H a e      
OX=9606 GN=DEFA1 PE=1 SV=1 
MRTLAILAAILLVALQAQAEPLQARADEVAAAPEQIAADIPEVVVSLAWDESLAPKHPGS 
RKNMACYCRIPACIAGERRYGTCIYQGRLWAFCC 
> P06702 S10A9_HUMAN P e S100-A9 OS=H a e OX=9606      
GN=S100A9 PE=1 SV=1 
MTCKMSQLERNIETIINTFHQYSVKLGHPDTLNQGEFKELVRKDLQNFLKKENKNEKVIE 
HIMEDLDTNADKQLSFEEFIMLMARLTWASHEKMHEGDEGPGHHHKPGLGEGTP 
> P05109 S10A8_HUMAN P e S100-A8 OS=H a e OX=9606      
GN=S100A8 PE=1 SV=1 
MLTELEKALNSIIDVYHKYSLIKGNFHAVYRDDLKKLLETECPQYIRKKGADVWFKELDI 
NTDGAVNFQEFLILVIKMGVAAHKKSHEESHKE 






























IIGKDTWVEHWPEEDECQDEENQKQCQDLGAFTESMVVFGCPN> P02754 LACB_BOVIN 




> P67975 LACB_OVIMU Be a- ac b OS=O a e     




> P02756 LACB_CAPHI Be a- ac b OS=Ca a c OX=9925     




> P02758 LACB1_HORSE Be a- ac b -1 OS=E caba    




> P02662 CASA1_BOVIN A a-S1-ca e OS=B a OX=9913     






> P04653 CASA1_SHEEP A a-S1-ca e OS=O a e OX=9940     





> P18626 CASA1_CAPHI A a-S1-ca e OS=Ca a c OX=9925     





> P47710-4 CASA1_HUMAN I f 4 f A a-S1-ca e OS=H      




> P02663 CASA2_BOVIN A a-S2-ca e OS=B a OX=9913     





> P04654 CASA2_SHEEP A a-S2-ca e OS=O a e OX=9940     





> P33049 CASA2_CAPHI A a-S2-ca e OS=Ca a c OX=9925     






> P00711 LALBA_BOVIN A a- ac a b OS=B a OX=9913     




> P00709 LALBA_HUMAN A a- ac a b OS=H a e OX=9606     




> P00712 LALBA_CAPHI A a- ac a b OS=Ca a c OX=9925     




> P09462 LALBA_SHEEP A a- ac a b OS=O a e OX=9940     
















> Q9GKK3 CASB_HORSE Be a-ca e OS=E caba OX=9796     













> P01012 OVAL_CHICK O a b OS=Ga a OX=9031     








> P01014 OVALY_CHICK O a b - e a ed e Y OS=Ga     








> P01013 OVALX_CHICK O a b - e a ed e X (F a e )     






> P02845 VIT2_CHICK V e e -2 OS=Ga a OX=9031     
































> P87498 VIT1_CHICK V e e -1 OS=Ga a OX=9031     


































> Q91025 VIT3_CHICK V e e -3 (F a e ) OS=Ga a     






































> I0J171 I0J171_CHICK O b G2 OS=Ga a OX=9031     









> F1NBL0 MUC6_CHICK M c -6 (F a e ) OS=Ga a OX=9031      









































































A e di  A  Fi e  
 
#!/ /b /  
f  __f e__  d  
  a   
 a da  a  d 
 c . a  
 a d  
 
def ead_b _df(): 
    """ Read  b  a  f e  a d e  a DF 
    """ 
    b _df = d.Da aF a e() 
    f  f  de _b _f e : 
        df = d. ead_c ((da a_f de  + f)) 
        df["G "] = "M de " 
        b _df = b _df.a e d(df, e_ de  = Fa e) 
    f  f  a c e _b _f e : 
        df = d. ead_c ((da a_f de  + f)) 
        df["G "] = "A c e " 
        b _df = b _df.a e d(df, e_ de  = Fa e) 
    e  b _df 
 
 
def ead_ _df(): 
    """ Read  SS a  f e  a d e  a DF 
    """ 
    _df = d.Da aF a e() 
    f  f  de _SS_f e : 
        df = d. ead_c ((da a_f de  + f)) 
        df["G "] = "M de " 
_df = _df.a e d(df, e_ de = Fa e, =         
T e) 
    f  f  a c e _SS_f e : 

        df = d. ead_c ((da a_f de  + f)) 
        df["G "] = "A c e " 
_df = _df.a e d(df, e_ de = Fa e, =         
T e) 
    # Re e -1 a e  
    _df = _df[ _df["Ha f- e"] != -1] 
    e  _df 
 
 
def ead_ 1_b (): 
    """ Read  SK1 b  a  f e a d e  a DF 
    """ 
    1_b _df = d. ead_c ((da a_f de  + b _ a _f e)) 
1_b _df = 1_b _df[( 1_b _df["Sa e"] == " a e")]      
# N  b a  
    e  1_b _df 
 
 
def ead_ 1_ (): 
    """ Read  SK1 SS a  f e a d e  a DF 
    """ 
    1_ _df = d. ead_c ((da a_f de  + _ a _f e)) 
    1_ _df = 1_ _df[( 1_ _df["Sa e"] == " a e")] 
    1_ _df = 1_ _df[ 1_ _df["Ha f- e"] != -1] 
    e  1_ _df 
 
 
def a _ e ( , , de c): 
    """ Pe f  Ma  W e  U 
    a d  e  
    """ 
    a ,  = c . a . a e ( , ) 
     de c 
     "Ma  W e  U" 
     "P: \ \ \ ",  

     "Te  a c: \ ", a  
    f  > ALPHA: 
  "  > %f, fa   e ec  H0" % (ALPHA) 
    e e: 
  "  < %f, e ec  H0" % (ALPHA) 
     "" 
 
 
def b (b _df, c _ a e, 1, 2, aa): 
    """ Ge  b  dea da  f ca ce 
    """ 
    _df = b _df[(b _df['AA']==aa)] 
    de _df = _df[( _df[c _ a e] == 1)] 
    a c e _df = _df[( _df[c _ a e] == 2)] 
    de c = "B  dea da , %   %  (% )" % ( 1, 2, aa) 
a _ e ( de _df["Re N Dea "],  
a c e _df["Re N Dea "], de c) 
 
 
def a _ _ e a ce( _df, c _ a e, 1, 2, e a ce=.05): 
    """ P d ce   f a  f e a e dea da  e e  
    a  e a e a f- e. If e a ce > 0, e   c a e 
dea da e e a a f- e a a e ( e a ce          
= ) 
    e ce  f eac  e . 
    """ 
 
    1_df = _df[( _df[c _ a e] == 1)] 
    2_df = _df[( _df[c _ a e] == 2)] 
 
    a f_ e  = _df["Ha f- e"]. e() 
 
    a _  = [] 
 
    f  1  a f_ e : 

        # Add e a ce 
         = 1 - ( 1* e a ce) 
         = 1 + ( 1* e a ce) 
 
        # Ne  df    e e a  a f- e  
        1 = 1_df[( 1_df["Ha f- e"] >= )] 
        1 = 1[( 1["Ha f- e"] <= )] 
        2 = 2_df[( 2_df["Ha f- e"] >= )] 
        2 = 2[( 2["Ha f- e"] <= )] 
 
        # If b  df  a e a ed 
        f e ( 1. de ) > 0 a d e ( 2. de ) > 0: 
 
            # Ge  ea  f  a e  
            1_a  = 1. ea (a  = 0)["Re N Dea "] 
            2_a  = 2. ea (a  = 0)["Re N Dea "] 
 
            e e ( 1. de ) > 0 a d e ( 2. de ) > 0: 
 
# If e df a e e a e , e e a ed           
a d   
                #  a , a d e  d  
 
                a d _ 1_ de  = 0 
                a d _ 2_ de  = 0 
 
                f e ( 1. de ) > 1: 
a d _ 1_ de =   
a d . a d a e( e ( 1. de )-1) 
                1_  = 1. c[ a d _ 1_ de ] 
                1 = 1.d ( 1. de [ a d _ 1_ de ]) 
 
                f e ( 2. de ) > 1: 
a d _ 2_ de =   
a d . a d a e( e ( 2. de )-1) 

                2_  = 2. c[ a d _ 2_ de ] 
                2 = 2.d ( 2. de [ a d _ 2_ de ]) 
 
                # Add  a  
a _ .a e d([ 1_ ["Re N Dea "],  
2_ ["Re N Dea "]]) 
 
            # U e a e a e a  f e df  b e  a  e e  
            f e ( 1. de ) > 0: 
                f  ,   1. e (): 
a _ .a e d([ ["Re N Dea "],  
2_a ]) 
            f e ( 2. de ) > 0: 
                f  ,   2. e (): 
a _ .a e d([ 1_a ,  
["Re N Dea "]]) 
 
    e  a _  
 
 
def c ( a _ , de c): 
    """ Pe f  W c  ed a  
    a d  e  
    """ 
    a _  = .a a ( a _ ) 
     = a _ [:,0] 
    a = a _ [:,1] 
    a ,  = c . a . c ( , a) 
     de c 
     "W c  ed a  e " 
     "N: ", e ( a _ ) 
     "P: \ \ \ ",  
     "Te  a c: \ ", a  
    f  > ALPHA: 
  "  > %f, fa   e ec  H0" % (ALPHA) 

    e e: 
  "  < %f, e ec  H0" % (ALPHA) 




da a_f de = "/ e/abb /D c e /1.   
Dea DATE/REVISIONS/STATS_da a e /" 
 
ALPHA = .05 
 
### M de  
 
de _b _f e = ["M de Da a e - Aa d a - BULK.c ",        
"M de  Da a e   - A ea e  - BULK.c ", 
"M de Da a e - H - BULK.c ", "M de Da a e - Ta -            
BULK.c "] 
de _SS_f e = ["M de Da a e - Aa d a - SS.c ", "M de         
Da a e   - A ea e  - SS.c ", 
"M de Da a e - H - SS.c ", "M de Da a e - Ta -            
SS.c "] 
a c e _b _f e = ["M de Da a e - Mac a c e a - BULK.c ",        
"M de  Da a e   - M d  - BULK.c ", 
    "M de  Da a e   - T d  - BULK.c "] 
a c e _SS_f e = ["M de Da a e - Mac a c e a - SS.c ",        
"M de  Da a e   - M d  - SS.c ", 




b _df = ead_b _df() 
b (b _df, "G ", "M de ", "A c e ", "N") 





_df = ead_ _df() 
a _ = a _ _ e a ce( _df, "G ", "M de ",     
"A c e ", e a ce=0) 
c ( a _ , "S e ec f c dea da , de      
a c e ") 
 
 
### SK 1 
 
b _ a _f e = "SK1 - B .c " 




1_b _df = ead_ 1_b () 
b ( 1_b _df, "C a f ca ", "H a ", "E ", "N") 
b ( 1_b _df, "C a f ca ", "H a ", "E ", "Q") 
 
#SS 
1_ _df = ead_ 1_ () 
a _ = a _ _ e a ce( 1_ _df, "C a f ca ",    
"H a ", "E ", e a ce=.05) 







A e di  A  Tab e  
 
I de a ce ai he he he chic e e ide e e c e ed ac he bi d               
ecie a d c d h igi a e f i d bi d ecie a ai ab e i Ne i hic B i ai each              
e ide a a ica ide ified h gh NCBI BLAST ​ A ch ​e a ​ ​ I a              
e ide ide ified a bei g i e chic e hi e a ched ide ica he e e a              
bi d     c  ​A a  a c ​  
 
​Ga  
ga   
    
P  L e C     
P  O a b i      
P  O a b i e a ed ei  Y    N A 
P  O a fe i      
P  Vi e ge i   N A   
P  Vi e ge i      
Q  Vi e ge i   N A   
     
 
A e d A Tab e Pe de c e e Ga ga e e de ca                










A e di  A  Fig e 
Appendix A Figure Peptide count in egg endogenous proteins Peptide count unique to chicken is
shown in blue  while peptides that are identical in other relevant birds are shown in blue
A e di  A  Fig e 
The f e e c f diffe e ha f i e i he da a e a a a ed i e iga e he he he
dea ida i ack he e f a diffe e ha f i e i de e de he igi a
di ib i f ha f i e The di ib i f ha f i e i he de da a e g i e
i i a hi i ike d e he fac ha he b h e e e c age e e ide

The egg a d h a igi ei f SK h a ide a ia i i e ed ha f i e i h
he h a  e d ge  ei  e ecia  bei g e e e ed a  a  e e  ha f i e

Appendix A Figure The frequency of the Robinson and Robinson half times found in the





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendi  B  Table 
ID
T al
Ca ei T al BLG
Ca ei N
Re ai i g
Ca ei Q
Re ai i g
BLG N
Re ai i g
BLG Q
Re ai i g
Milk Po de
A endi  B  Table  Deamida ion and e ide co n in milk o de

,' +DOIWLPH 5HPDLQLQJ$$ 6L]H 3URWHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    %/*
0LON3RZGHU    %/*
0LON3RZGHU    %/*
0LON3RZGHU    %/*
0LON3RZGHU    %/*
0LON3RZGHU    %/*
0LON3RZGHU    %/*
0LON3RZGHU    %/*
0LON3RZGHU    %/*
0LON3RZGHU    %/*
0LON3RZGHU    %/*
0LON3RZGHU    %/*
0LON3RZGHU    %/*
0LON3RZGHU    %/*
0LON3RZGHU    %/*
0LON3RZGHU    %/*
0LON3RZGHU    %/*
0LON3RZGHU    %/*
0LON3RZGHU    %/*
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
Appendix	B,	Table	3

0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
0LON3RZGHU    &DVHLQ
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Appendix	B,	Table	3:	Site-speci6ic	deamidation	of	caseins	and	BLG	in	milk	powder.
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A endi  B  Table  Deamida i n and e ide c n in c n amina i n e e imen

Appendix B, Table 
ID Ha R a  AA S P
Blank . . . BLG
Blank . . . Casein
Blank . . . Casein
Blank . . . Casein
Blank . . . Casein
Blank . . . Casein
Blank . . . Casein
Blank . . . Casein
Blank . . . Casein
Blank . . . Casein
Dental Calculus A . . . Casein
Dental Calculus A . . . Casein
Dental Calculus B . . . BLG
Dental Calculus B . . . Casein
Dental Calculus B . . . Casein
Dental Calculus B . . . Casein
Dental Calculus C . . . Casein
Dental Calculus C . . . Casein
Dental Calculus C . . . Casein
Dental Calculus C . . . Casein
Dental Calculus C . . . Casein
Dental Calculus C . . . Casein
Dental Calculus C . . . Casein
Egg Shell ES . . . Casein
Egg Shell ES . . . Casein
Limescale . . . BLG

Limescale . . . BLG
Limescale . . . Casein
Limescale . . . Casein
Limescale . . . Casein
Limescale . . . Casein
Limescale . . . Casein
Limescale . . . Casein
Limescale . . . Casein
Limescale . . . Casein
Limescale . . . Casein
Limescale . . . Casein
Limescale . . . Casein
Limescale . . . Casein

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A e di  B  Fig e 
A e di  B  Fig e  A a agi e dea ida i  f BLG a d ca ei  i  a chae l gical ilk

Appendi  B  Fig re 
Appendix B, Figure : Site specific deamidation of BLG peptides in archaeological milk, where the
sample in question has more than  unique BLG peptides

Appendi  B  Fig res  and 
All BLG identifications reported in this st d ere f rther in estigated in order to e amine
hether certain regions of BLG ndergo preferential preser ation According to the Protein Data
Bank Berman the regions of BLG are beta bridge bend t rn beta strand heli
and alpha heli The co erage of each region in each sample as calc lated and a eraged in
relation to the co erage across the protein as a hole
Appendix B, Figure : Proportional coverage at each region of BLG in milk powder
Appendi B Fig re sho s that the majorit of peptides reco ered from skim milk po der are
from the beta bridge region and that bend and alpha helical regions are also ell represented
Beta bridges are also strongl represented at all heating le els in the heated milk dataset
Appendi B Fig re There looks to be a slight decline in beta bridge as the heating le els
increase to ards C hile the co erage of heli str ct res slightl increases Ho e er
the beta bridge co erage increases again at C so this pattern ma not be representati e of
real preferential preser ation
Lastl Appendi B Fig re also sho s the co erage in each region of the BLG identified in the
ancient milk samples None of the samples e en the modern dental patients ha e an co erage
in the beta bridge region hich is in a h ge contrast to the modern milk This implies that

neither dental calc l s nor ceramic essels bind this region and it o ld not be fo nd in
gen ine ancient artefacts here the proteins ha e bo nd to the s rface It co ld be arg ed that
the co erage of the t rn region decreases ith time and that the alpha helical regions increase
b t these patterns are not rob st eno gh to differentiate bet een gen ine and contaminant
milk
Appendix B, Figure :  Proportional coverage at each region of BLG

Appendi  B  File 
> P04653 CA A1 HEEP A - 1- O =O O =9940
GN=C N1 1 PE=1 =3
MKLLIL CL A ALA PKHPIKH GL E LNENLL F APFPE F KENINEL KDIG
E IED AMEDAK MKAG EEI PN AE K I KED P E LG LE LL LKK N
P LEI PK AEE LH MKEGNPAH K PMIA N ELA F P LF F LDA P GA
LPLG DAP F DIPNPIG EN GKI MPL
> P02669 CA K HEEP K - O =O O =9940 GN=C N3
PE=1 =2
MMK FFL ILAL LPFLGA E N E ICCEKDE FFDDKIAK IPI L P G
LN P ALINN FLP P AKP A PA L LPNA PAK C D P AMA HP
HPHL FMAIPPKKD DK EIPAIN IA AEP H P EA NA DNPEA E IA AP
E N A E
> P11839 CA B HEEP B - O =O O =9940 GN=C N2
PE=1 =3
MK LILACL ALALA E EELN GE E L EE I HINKKIEKF EE EDEL
DKIHPFA A L PF GPIPN LP NILPL P PPFL PEIMG PK KE M PK
HKEMPFPK P EPF E L L D EKLHLPLPL MH PP PLPP MFPP L L
PK LP P KA P DMPI AFLL EP LGP GPFPIL
> P04654 CA A2 HEEP A - 2- O =O O =9940
GN=C N1 2 PE=2 =1
MKFFIF CLLA ALAKHKMEH EEPINI EI K EKNMAIHP KEKLC CEE
NADEEE I EE AE APEE KI DDKH KALNEIN F KFP L L GPI
LNP D K NAGPF P N E L EEN KK IDME E F KK KL EEEKN LNFL
KKI KFA P LK D H KAMKP PK NAIP L
> P67976 LACB HEEP B - -1/B O =O O =9940
PE=1 =1
MKCLLLALGLALACG AII MKGLDI K AG H LAMAA DI LLDA APL
EELKP PEGNLEILL K ENGECA KKIIAEK KIPA FKIDALNENK L LD D KK
LLFCMEN AEPE LAC CL PE DNEALEKFDKALKALPMHI LAFNP LEG CH
> P02758 LACB1 HO E B - -1 O =E
O =9796 GN=LGB1 PE=1 =3
MKCLLLALGLALMCGI A NIP M DLDL E AGK H AMAA DI LLD E APL

IEKL P PEDNLEIIL EGENKGCAEKKIFAEK E PAEFKIN LDED FALD D KN
LFLCMKNAA PG L C LA M DEEIMEKF AL PLPG I PDL MAE C I
> P07380 LACB2 HO E B - -2 O =E
O =9796 GN=LGB2 PE=1 =3
MKCLLLALGL LMCGN A DIP M DLDL E AG H AM A DI LLD E PL
EEL P PEGNLEIIL EGANHAC E NI A K EDPA F N GE KI LD D AH
MFFC GPPLP AEHGM C LA K DEE MEKF AL PLPG I DP GG E CG
F
> 9GKK3 CA B HO E B - O =E O =9796
GN=C N2 PE=1 =3
MKILILACL ALALA EKEELN E E L NEPD EE I HINKEKL KFKHEG
E E DKI F P P P AEP P A P ILPLA PPILPFL PEIME AK
E ILPK K MPFLK PI PF E ILNP NGENL LP HLI PFMH P LL LMLP
P L PP K APFP P P P D P AFLL DP LGP GELDPA PI A HNP I
> P82187 CA K HO E K - O =E O =9796
GN=C N3 PE=1 =2
MK FFL NILAL LPFLGAE N E P CHKNDE FFDLK K IPI LN P EP
I H LALLINN HMP A PAA PH IP LPNI P HPCPHP FIAI
PPKKL EI IPKIN IA EP PIP PEP NNA IPDA EFIIA PE P P
KL
> 8 P 1 8 P 1 HO E A 1 O =E O =9796
PE=2 =1
MKLLIL CL A ALA PKLPH PEII NE D EK LKE KFP FALE INELN EL
LKEK KDEHKE LIEDPE E EE PIN E K IP EDML H LE L L K
N L L AIHA E LI MKEN KPM N E A F LEPF P LD P AA FHPA
IM H A PFHD AKLIA EN EK DIIPE
> D2KA 0 D2KA 0 HO E A - 2- B O =E
 O =9796 GN=C N1 2 PE=2 =1
MKFFIF CLLA ALAKHNMEH ED NI EKFK EK IP KE IC CEEA
NINEME AKFP E EEKE EEKHHLK LNKIN F EKLNFL L AL P I L P D
K GD PFIPI N E LF EEIPKK DME E EK EL EEEKN LKLL EKF L
P FKI H MDP H K N IIP L F
> A0A0C5DH76 A0A0C5DH76 HO E A - 2- A O =E
 O =9796 GN=C N1 2 PE=2 =1

MKFFIF CLLA ALAKHNMEH ED NI EKFK EK IP KE IC CEEA
NINEME AKFP E EE AKFP E EEKE EEKHHLK LNKIN F EKLNFL
L AL P I L P D K GD PFIPI N E LF EEIPKK DME E EK EL
EEEKN LKLL EKF LP FKI H MDP H K N IIP L F
> P02670 CA K CAPHI K - O =C O =9925 GN=C N3
PE=1 =2
MMK FFL ILAL LPFLGA E N E PICCEKDE FFDDKIAK IPI L P G
LN P ALINN FLP P AKP A PA L LPN PAK C D P LA HP
HPHL FMAIPPKKD DK E PAIN IA AEP H P EAI N DNPEA E IA A
E N A E
> P18626 CA A1 CAPHI A - 1- O =C O =9925
GN=C N1 1 PE=1 =2
MKLLIL CL A ALA PKHPINH GL PE PNENLL F APFPE F KENINEL KDIG
E ED AMEDAK MKAG EEI PN AE K I KED P E LG LE LL LKK N
P LEI PK AEE LH MKEGNPAH K PMIA N ELA F P LF F LDA P GA
LPLG DAP F DIPNPIG EN GK MPL
> P33049 CA A2 CAPHI A - 2- O =C O =9925
GN=C N1 2 PE=2 =1
MKFFIF CLLA ALAKHKMEH EEPINIF EI K EKNMAIHP KEKLC CEE
NANEEE I EE AE APEEIKI DDKH KALNEIN F KFP L P GPI
LNP D K NAGPF P N E L EEN KK IDME E F KK KL EEEKN LNFL
KKI KFA P LK D H KAMKP PK NAIP L
> P33048 CA B CAPHI B - O =C O =9925 GN=C N2
PE=2 =1
MK LILACL ALAIA E EELN GE E L EE I HINKKIEKF EE EDEL
DKIHPFA A L PF GPIPN LP NILPL P PPFL PEIMG PK KE M PK
HKEMPFPK P EPF E L L D EKLHLPLPL MH PP PL P MFPP L L
PK LP P KA P DMPI AFLL EP LGP GPFPIL
> P02754 LACB BO IN B - O =B O =9913
GN=LGB PE=1 =3
MKCLLLALAL CGA ALI MKGLDI K AG LAMAA DI LLDA APL E
ELKP PEGDLEILL K ENGECA KKIIAEK KIPA FKIDALNENK L LD D KK LL
FCMEN AEPE LAC CL PE DDEALEKFDKALKALPMHI L FNP LEE CHI
> B2 K 6 B2 K 6 CAPHI B - (F ) O =C
 O =9925 GN=BLG PE=3 =1

LNENK L LD D KK LLFCMEN AEPE LAC CL PE DKEALEKFDKALKALPMH
I LAFNP LE
> P02662 CA A1 BO IN A - 1- O =B O =9913
GN=C N1 1 PE=1 =2
MKLLIL CL A ALA PKHPIKH GLP E LNENLL FF APFPE FGKEK NEL KDIG
E ED AMEDIK MEAE I EEI PN E KHI KED P E LG LE LL LKK K
P LEI PN AEE LH MKEGIHA KEPMIG N ELA F PELF F LDA P GA
PLG DAP F DIPNPIG EN EK MPL
> P02666 CA B BO IN B - O =B O =9913 GN=C N2
PE=1 =2
MK LILACL ALALA ELEELN PGEI E L EE I INKKIEKF EE EDEL
DKIHPFA L PFPGPIPN LP NIPPL P PPFL PE MG K KEAMAPK
HKEMPFPK P EPF E L L D ENLHLPLPLL MH PH PLPP MFPP L L
K LP P KA P P DMPI AFLL EP LGP GPFPII
> P02668 CA K BO IN K - O =B O =9913 GN=C N3
PE=1 =1
MMK FFL ILAL LPFLGA E N E PI CEKDE FF DKIAK IPI L P G
LN KP ALINN FLP P AKPAA PA IL L N PAK C A P MA HP
HPHL FMAIPPKKN DK EIP IN IA GEP P EA E A LED PE IE PPEI
N A
> P02663 CA A2 BO IN A - 2- O =B O =9913
GN=C N1 2 PE=1 =2
MKFFIF CLLA ALAKN MEH EE II E K EKNMAINP KENLC FCKE
NANEEE IG EE AE A EE KI DDKH KALNEIN F KFP L L GPI
LNP D K NA PI P LN E L EEN KK DME E F KK KL EEEKN LNFLK
KI KFALP LK H KAMKP I PK K IP L

A e di  B  File 
> P04653 CA A1 HEEP A - 1- O =O O =9940
GN=C N1 1 PE=1 =3
MKLLIL CL A ALA PKHPIKH GL E LNENLL F APFPE F KENINEL KDIG
E IED AMEDAK MKAG EEI PN AE K I KED P E LG LE LL LKK N
P LEI PK AEE LH MKEGNPAH K PMIA N ELA F P LF F LDA P GA
LPLG DAP F DIPNPIG EN GKI MPL
> P02669 CA K HEEP K - O =O O =9940 GN=C N3
PE=1 =2
MMK FFL ILAL LPFLGA E N E ICCEKDE FFDDKIAK IPI L P G
LN P ALINN FLP P AKP A PA L LPNA PAK C D P AMA HP
HPHL FMAIPPKKD DK EIPAIN IA AEP H P EA NA DNPEA E IA AP
E N A E
> P11839 CA B HEEP B - O =O O =9940 GN=C N2
PE=1 =3
MK LILACL ALALA E EELN GE E L EE I HINKKIEKF EE EDEL
DKIHPFA A L PF GPIPN LP NILPL P PPFL PEIMG PK KE M PK
HKEMPFPK P EPF E L L D EKLHLPLPL MH PP PLPP MFPP L L
PK LP P KA P DMPI AFLL EP LGP GPFPIL
> P04654 CA A2 HEEP A - 2- O =O O =9940
GN=C N1 2 PE=2 =1
MKFFIF CLLA ALAKHKMEH EEPINI EI K EKNMAIHP KEKLC CEE
NADEEE I EE AE APEE KI DDKH KALNEIN F KFP L L GPI
LNP D K NAGPF P N E L EEN KK IDME E F KK KL EEEKN LNFL
KKI KFA P LK D H KAMKP PK NAIP L
> P67976 LACB HEEP B - -1/B O =O O =9940
PE=1 =1
MKCLLLALGLALACG AII MKGLDI K AG H LAMAA DI LLDA APL
EELKP PEGNLEILL K ENGECA KKIIAEK KIPA FKIDALNENK L LD D KK
LLFCMEN AEPE LAC CL PE DNEALEKFDKALKALPMHI LAFNP LEG CH
> P02758 LACB1 HO E B - -1 O =E
O =9796 GN=LGB1 PE=1 =3
MKCLLLALGLALMCGI A NIP M DLDL E AGK H AMAA DI LLD E APL

IEKL P PEDNLEIIL EGENKGCAEKKIFAEK E PAEFKIN LDED FALD D KN
LFLCMKNAA PG L C LA M DEEIMEKF AL PLPG I PDL MAE C I
> P07380 LACB2 HO E B - -2 O =E
O =9796 GN=LGB2 PE=1 =3
MKCLLLALGL LMCGN A DIP M DLDL E AG H AM A DI LLD E PL
EEL P PEGNLEIIL EGANHAC E NI A K EDPA F N GE KI LD D AH
MFFC GPPLP AEHGM C LA K DEE MEKF AL PLPG I DP GG E CG
F
> 9GKK3 CA B HO E B - O =E O =9796
GN=C N2 PE=1 =3
MKILILACL ALALA EKEELN E E L NEPD EE I HINKEKL KFKHEG
E E DKI F P P P AEP P A P ILPLA PPILPFL PEIME AK
E ILPK K MPFLK PI PF E ILNP NGENL LP HLI PFMH P LL LMLP
P L PP K APFP P P P D P AFLL DP LGP GELDPA PI A HNP I
> P82187 CA K HO E K - O =E O =9796
GN=C N3 PE=1 =2
MK FFL NILAL LPFLGAE N E P CHKNDE FFDLK K IPI LN P EP
I H LALLINN HMP A PAA PH IP LPNI P HPCPHP FIAI
PPKKL EI IPKIN IA EP PIP PEP NNA IPDA EFIIA PE P P
KL
> 8 P 1 8 P 1 HO E A 1 O =E O =9796
PE=2 =1
MKLLIL CL A ALA PKLPH PEII NE D EK LKE KFP FALE INELN EL
LKEK KDEHKE LIEDPE E EE PIN E K IP EDML H LE L L K
N L L AIHA E LI MKEN KPM N E A F LEPF P LD P AA FHPA
IM H A PFHD AKLIA EN EK DIIPE
> D2KA 0 D2KA 0 HO E A - 2- B O =E
 O =9796 GN=C N1 2 PE=2 =1
MKFFIF CLLA ALAKHNMEH ED NI EKFK EK IP KE IC CEEA
NINEME AKFP E EEKE EEKHHLK LNKIN F EKLNFL L AL P I L P D
K GD PFIPI N E LF EEIPKK DME E EK EL EEEKN LKLL EKF L
P FKI H MDP H K N IIP L F
> A0A0C5DH76 A0A0C5DH76 HO E A - 2- A O =E
 O =9796 GN=C N1 2 PE=2 =1

MKFFIF CLLA ALAKHNMEH ED NI EKFK EK IP KE IC CEEA
NINEME AKFP E EE AKFP E EEKE EEKHHLK LNKIN F EKLNFL
L AL P I L P D K GD PFIPI N E LF EEIPKK DME E EK EL
EEEKN LKLL EKF LP FKI H MDP H K N IIP L F
> P02670 CA K CAPHI K - O =C O =9925 GN=C N3
PE=1 =2
MMK FFL ILAL LPFLGA E N E PICCEKDE FFDDKIAK IPI L P G
LN P ALINN FLP P AKP A PA L LPN PAK C D P LA HP
HPHL FMAIPPKKD DK E PAIN IA AEP H P EAI N DNPEA E IA A
E N A E
> P18626 CA A1 CAPHI A - 1- O =C O =9925
GN=C N1 1 PE=1 =2
MKLLIL CL A ALA PKHPINH GL PE PNENLL F APFPE F KENINEL KDIG
E ED AMEDAK MKAG EEI PN AE K I KED P E LG LE LL LKK N
P LEI PK AEE LH MKEGNPAH K PMIA N ELA F P LF F LDA P GA
LPLG DAP F DIPNPIG EN GK MPL
> P33049 CA A2 CAPHI A - 2- O =C O =9925
GN=C N1 2 PE=2 =1
MKFFIF CLLA ALAKHKMEH EEPINIF EI K EKNMAIHP KEKLC CEE
NANEEE I EE AE APEEIKI DDKH KALNEIN F KFP L P GPI
LNP D K NAGPF P N E L EEN KK IDME E F KK KL EEEKN LNFL
KKI KFA P LK D H KAMKP PK NAIP L
> P33048 CA B CAPHI B - O =C O =9925 GN=C N2
PE=2 =1
MK LILACL ALAIA E EELN GE E L EE I HINKKIEKF EE EDEL
DKIHPFA A L PF GPIPN LP NILPL P PPFL PEIMG PK KE M PK
HKEMPFPK P EPF E L L D EKLHLPLPL MH PP PL P MFPP L L
PK LP P KA P DMPI AFLL EP LGP GPFPIL
> P02754 LACB BO IN B - O =B O =9913
GN=LGB PE=1 =3
MKCLLLALAL CGA ALI MKGLDI K AG LAMAA DI LLDA APL E
ELKP PEGDLEILL K ENGECA KKIIAEK KIPA FKIDALNENK L LD D KK LL
FCMEN AEPE LAC CL PE DDEALEKFDKALKALPMHI L FNP LEE CHI
> B2 K 6 B2 K 6 CAPHI B - (F ) O =C
 O =9925 GN=BLG PE=3 =1

LNENK L LD D KK LLFCMEN AEPE LAC CL PE DKEALEKFDKALKALPMH
I LAFNP LE
> P02662 CA A1 BO IN A - 1- O =B O =9913
GN=C N1 1 PE=1 =2
MKLLIL CL A ALA PKHPIKH GLP E LNENLL FF APFPE FGKEK NEL KDIG
E ED AMEDIK MEAE I EEI PN E KHI KED P E LG LE LL LKK K
P LEI PN AEE LH MKEGIHA KEPMIG N ELA F PELF F LDA P GA
PLG DAP F DIPNPIG EN EK MPL
> P02666 CA B BO IN B - O =B O =9913 GN=C N2
PE=1 =2
MK LILACL ALALA ELEELN PGEI E L EE I INKKIEKF EE EDEL
DKIHPFA L PFPGPIPN LP NIPPL P PPFL PE MG K KEAMAPK
HKEMPFPK P EPF E L L D ENLHLPLPLL MH PH PLPP MFPP L L
K LP P KA P P DMPI AFLL EP LGP GPFPII
> P02668 CA K BO IN K - O =B O =9913 GN=C N3
PE=1 =1
MMK FFL ILAL LPFLGA E N E PI CEKDE FF DKIAK IPI L P G
LN KP ALINN FLP P AKPAA PA IL L N PAK C A P MA HP
HPHL FMAIPPKKN DK EIP IN IA GEP P EA E A LED PE IE PPEI
N A
> P02663 CA A2 BO IN A - 2- O =B O =9913
GN=C N1 2 PE=1 =2
MKFFIF CLLA ALAKN MEH EE II E K EKNMAINP KENLC FCKE
NANEEE IG EE AE A EE KI DDKH KALNEIN F KFP L L GPI
LNP D K NA PI P LN E L EEN KK DME E F KK KL EEEKN LNFLK
KI KFALP LK H KAMKP I PK K IP L

Appendi  C  Figure 
In order to investigate the connection between the proteins identified in all skins a STRING
anal sis S klarc k et al was conducted as shown in Appendi C Figure It shows the
functional relationships between all proteins that were identified b at least two unique
peptides in all skins before liming It is clear that there are three main clusters of proteins
structural proteins  cell motilit  proteins  and proteins related to heat shock proteins
Appendix C, Figure 1: STRING diagram of confidently identified proteins before liming

 
A e di  C  File  
 
> 5P481 5P481 SHEEP U OS=O     
O =9940 GN=COL1A1 PE=4 SV=1 
MFSFVDLRLLLLLAATALLTHGQEEGQEEGQEEDIPPVTCVQNGLR HDRDV KPVPCQI 
CVCDNGNVLCDDVICDELKDCPNAKVPTPPRPVSPHPPPPPPPPTTTKQRGGRGGPCPRP 


















SPRSR DLSFLPQPPQEKAHDGGR RADDANVVRDRDLEVDTTLKSLSQQIENIRSPEG 
SRKNPARTCRDLKMCHPD KSGE IDPNQGCNLDAIKVFCNMETGETCV PTQPSVPQK 
N ISKNPKDKRHV GESMTGGFQVREGGQGSDPADVAIQLTFLRLMSTEASQNIT HC 
KNSVA MDQQTGNLKKALLLQGSNEIEIRAEGNSRFT SVT DGCTSHTGA GKTVIE K 
TTKTSRLPIIDVAPLDVGAPDQEFGFDIGSVCFL 
> 5NTT7 5NTT7 SHEEP F NC1 -     






















QGSQGPAGPPGPPGPPGPPGPSGGG DFGFDGDF RADQPRSPASLRPKD EVDATLKSL 
NNQIETLLTPEGSRKNPARTCRDLRLSHPE SSG IDPNQGCTMDAIKV CDFSTGET 
CIRAQPEDIPVKN RNSKAKKHV VGETINGGTQFE NVEGVTTKEMATQLAFMRLLAN 
HASQNIT HCKNSIA MDEETGNLKKAVILQGSNDVELVAEGNSRFT TVLVDGCSKKTN 
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Appendix	C,	Table	1:	Sequence	information	for	COL1A1	and	COL1A2
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Appendix	C,	Table	2:	Cleavage	site	inform
ation	for	CO
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Appendix	C,	Table	3
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